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New VP
will be
student voice
By CONNIE BOUCHARD
Spinnaker Managing Editor

With four-year status on the horizon,
campus housing on the drawing boards
and the introduction of typical student
life not far behind, campus officials have
reorganized the area of Student Affairs
to fill the needs that will be created by
these changes.
In October of 1982 interim Vice Presi
dent of Academic Affairs Dr. William
Merwin appointed a 19-member commit
tee to study the organization of Student
Affairs on campus and to recommend
changes needed to adapt to anticipated
growth.
Several student affairs specialists
evaluated UNF’s program last year and
compiled reports on their findings. These
reports were reviewed by the committee
when making their recommendations,
Merwin said.
The major recommendation by the
committee comprising faculty and stu
dents was the creation of a vice presi
dent of Student Affairs position to re
place the current dean of Student Affairs
post.
Current Dean Darwin Coy has re
signed to teach full time and his position
is being filled temporarily by Dr. Sandy
Hansford, director of the Academic Skills
Center, until the vice president is ap
pointed.
A search for the vice president posi
tion will begin March 15, Merwin said. He
said he hopes to have the position filled
by fall of 1983.
The committee report, announced Fri
day, Feb. 25, outlined the rationale behind
creating such a post:
“The recommendation to create the
position of vice president for Student Af
fairs is based on the need for students
and the offices serving them to have a
strong advocate at the level of the presi
dent’s cabinet.”
Student Government Association Pres
ident Jack Nunnery, who served on the
committee, agreed.
He said the move to create a vice pres
ident of Student Affairs was a positive
one for students.
“With President McCray’s style of
management it’s imperative that stu
dents have a vice president to represent
them,” Nunnery said.
(See Page 2)

bill mcQuaid∕special
Former Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm spoke to a sizable
crowd Feb. 17 . For an account, see story on Page 3.

Overestimation could spur budget cuts
By JOE PALMER
Spinnaker Staff Writer

The University of North Florida and
four other state universities have recent
ly come under fire from a private organi
zation that said the institutions overesti
mated projected enrollment figures
which enabled them to collect several
million dollars in additional funding over
the last two years.
The Citizens Council for Budget Re
search, a Tallahassee-based organization
that monitors Florida government expen
ditures, said that budget cuts are in the
making for the five state universities.
In an October 1982 report, the citizens
council said that UNF, Florida Interna
tional University, in Miami; Florida At
lantic University, in Boca Raton; Florida
A&M, in Tallahassee and the University
of West Florida, in Pensacola, face
1982-83 budget cuts ranging from 6 to 12
percent to make up for the overestima
tions. The report estimates the total “ad
verse effects” to the budgets of the
schools to be $7.4 million.
Section 240.271 of the Florida Statutes
mandates proportional reductions in a
university’s budget enrollment projection
figures exceed actual enrollment by 5
percent in a given fiscal year, or by 8 per
cent over a biennium (two year period),
whichever is greater.

The one exception to this mandate is
FAMU. The council said that “a Florida
Board of Regents agreement with the
Federal Office of Civil Rights states that
FΛMU will, in effect, be held harmless
for enrollment fluctuations.”
In a January 1983 report, the council
said that enrollment projections at UNF
were overestimated by 11.5 percent in
fiscal year 1981-82. Overestimates at the
five universities ranged from UNF’s 11.5
percent to 20.2 percent at FIU, in Miami.
Henry A. “Bud” Newman, director of
public relations at UNF, said that the en
rollment overestimate situation at UNF
is a “statistical anomaly” caused by con
version from the quarter system to the
semester system.
The statewide quarter/semester
changeover occurred in the fall of 1981.
“Our budget requests are made well in
advance,” said Newman. “All budget re
quests for 1981-82 reflected funding based
on the quarter system. The Legislature
changed us from the quarter system to
the semester system and the whole
game-plan changed. UNF is a victim of
this outfit [the council]. They didn’t take
the changeover into consideration. It’s
like comparing apples and oranges.”
He said that the changeover had an ad
verse effect on the Full-Time Equivalent
(FTE) funding at UNF.

Shuttle bus plan passed unanimously
By SID GRAY
Spinnaker Staff Writer

After nine years of efforts to imple
ment a shuttle bus system at the Univer
sity of North Florida, it will finally be
come a reality.

Feb. 14, the Presidential Executive
Committee, the last hurdle to passage of
the plan, unanimously approved an 18month trial period for the shuttle bus sys
tem on campus.
The system will come on line May 11.

Since 1974, UNF has considered the
idea of having a shuttle bus for the stu
dents on campus. Under this trial propos
al, funded by the Student Government
Association, students and faculty will be
able to ride free of charge either Jack

sonville Transportation Authority or
UNF’s buses that will connect with regu
lar bus routes.

SGA Vice President Alex Hall, the
original sponsor for the current shuttle
proposal, concurred.

Buses will run from 8:35 a.m. to 8:50
p.m., Monday through Thursday. On Fri
day, they will be available four times a
day starting from 8:30 a.m. to 1:20 p.m.
The buses will leave from the front en
trance of UNF and take a journey down
St. Johns Bluff Road with stops at Beach
Boulevard and Atlantic Boulevard.

“I am overwhelmed with joy and en
thusiasm. The vote was unanimous in ap
proval of this package. It gives the stu
dent and community an opportunity to
get to UNF free of charge,” said Hall.

Overall, both the administration and
SGA are pleased.
“I think it is great to have this shuttle.
I feel we have exhausted all the possible
questions available. I now hope that stu
dents will make it work,” said UNF Pres
ident Curtis L. McCrav.

The presidential committee is com
prised of: William Merwin, interim vice
president of Academic Affairs, George
Corrick, vice president of University Re
lations, Curtis Bullock, assistant to the
president for Institutional Research and
Planning and Jim Haywood, vice presi
dent of Administrative Affairs.
Merwin, who was one of the chief sup(See Page 3)

The FTE is a statistical calculation
that is part of a mathematical formula
used by the state to compute the rev
enues which a given college is eligible
for. A student carrying 15 hours of course
work is equivalent to one FTE. Revenues
are awarded for each fraction of an FTE.
Newman said the sequence of overes
timation began in the 1981 summer term.
“We were told that we were going to
have a 10-week term,” he said. “For us to
start the semester system in the fall of
1981, we had to compress what would
have normally been a 10- to 11-week term
into about seven and one-half weeks.
That scared away a lot of students.”
Newman said the compression of the
10-week summer term brought in about
4,000 to 5,000 more FTE’s than had been
projected.
Newman said the “head count” stayed
up during the 1981 summer term, but the
number of classroom hours decreased
and because of that, more FTE’s were
appropriated than should have been.
“That compression of the 1981 summer
term contributed to our 11.5 percent
overestimate; just how much, I don’t
know,” Newman said.
Dominic Calabro, acting executive di
rector of the Citizens Council, said that
(See Page 7)
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COMING UP
Tolkein classic featured at Boathouse
Lord of the Rings, based on the Hobbit
classic by J.R.R. Tolkein is the March 4
free movie in the Boathouse. On March
11, If set in an English boy’s school, will
be playing. Both films begin at 8 p.m.
Snacks and beverages will be on sale.
Traffic court to be held in March
The Student Traffic court, operated by
the Student Government Association, will
be holding its next hearing on March 9 in
Building Ten, Room 2319 from 10:30 a m.
to 11:30 a m. The court, designed as an
appeals hearing board for students to ap
peal citations given by university police,
handles appeals concerning parking and
decal violations. All moving violations
are handled tharough the Duval County
Traffic Gourt.
Anyone appealing a UNF citation that
fails to appear for their appeals hearing
or does not submit a letter to the Chief
Justice of the UNF Traffic Court in their
defense is automatically guilty of the of
fense stated on the citation. For more in
formation call: 646-2525.

‘Little Foxes’ playing at ACOP
If you enjoy “Dynasty” and “Dallas,”
you won’t want to miss Lillian Hellman’s
“The Little Foxes” at A Company of
Players, 643 Edison Ave. now through
March 12. Call 359-0233 for ticket infor
mation and reservations.
Scholarship Bank offers funds
More than 25,000 different scholarships
are available to needy students through
The Scholarship Bank. They are offered
by private foundations, trade and civic
groups and other sources. Most have a
value of about $1,000 and many are re
newable annually. To receive a print-out,
send a stamped, business-size self
addressed envelope to The Scholarship
Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., #750,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067. A student ques
tionnaire describing him/herself will be
sent back to the student and the appli
cant then can receive the personalized
information.
The Force takes to the airwaves!
“The Empire Strikes Back” is now play
ing every Saturday morning at 8:30 on

WJ('T Stereo 90. Mark Hamill brings the
role of Luke Skywalker to public radio
listeners, accompanied by Billy Dee Wil
liams as Lando Calrissian.
U.S. men’s pageant set in Los Angeles
Single high school and college students
between the ages of 18 and 26 are invited
to audition for the U.S. Men’s Pageant to
be televised Aug. 20 at the Cocoanut
Grove in Los Angeles. Preliminary try
outs will be held Aug. 1-6. Deadline for
entries is March 31. Prizes include schol
arships, trips to Manila, Philippines and
Las Vegas and agent representation. No
entry fee is required. Send two recent
8x10 black and white photos (one full
body, one facial), height, weight, biogra
phy or resume and type of talent to be
showcased to: The U.S. Men’s Pageant,
c/o Larry York Productions, P.O. Box
6478, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Include a
self-addressed stamped envelope and
two reliable phone numbers for contact
purposes.
Art Center announces events
The Art Center is sponsoring a demon

stration and performance of African
musical instruments by Dr. David Closson, University of Florida English profes
sor, on Saturday, March 12 from 4 to 6
p.m., with a reception following at the
Center. Call 356-7035 for more informa
tion.
FJC offers summer European tour
FJC’s 10th Annual European Tour will be
July 7 through August 1 and will include
tours of Prague, Vienna, Budapest and
Venice. For more information, call Dr.
MaryAlice Webb at 632-3219 or 387-3864.
Last M*A*S*H Bash tonight
A party to celebrate the farewell show of
the television series “M*A*S*H” will be
held tonight, Feb. 28 from 6p.m. to 11 p.m.
in the Boathouse. Everyone is invited to
enjoy the last show dressed as their fa
vorite “M*A*S*H” personality.
Happy Hour set for Thursday
The Student Government Association
will present a Happy Hour in the Boat
house on March 3 from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The band Taylor and Winfield will per
form.

Coy resigns to return to teaching, research
By CONNIE BOUCHARD
Spinnaker Managing Editor

Dean Darwin Coy

Dr. Darwin Coy will be exchanging his
three-piece suit for a lab coat in May
when his resignation as dean of student
affairs becomes effective and he begins
teaching full time.
Coy said he stepped down from his ad
ministrative position for many reasons
but mainly because he felt it was time.
He has been with the University of
North Florida for almost 10 years as
dean. During that time he has taught biσlogy part time.
Coy, who is a geneticist, says he has
been wanting to make the move back to
the classroom and research for the past
two to three years and found that now
was a good time.
“Im 48 and if Γm going to make a
move to do what I want to do I should do
it now,” Coy said.
Coy said he is ready to move out of ad
ministration now because he has been a
dean for almost 16 years and needs a
change of work pattern.
A second catalvst to his decision was

Students to get advocate
(From Page 1)
Merwin also agreed. He said although
he tries to work as a student advocate to
the president there is a need for a special
voice for student needs.
“Right now I'm the only voice they’ve
got,” he said.
The next recommendation for the re
organization includes integrating the Stu
dent Activities Office and the office of
Special Services and Programs into the
division of Student Life and Housing. A
new post of director of Campus Life and
Student Housing will be formed to govern
the new division.
Merwin said the new vice president
will decide whether or not to eliminate
any positions in the departments that will
be combined.
“But if I was the vice president [of Stu
dent Affairs] I would want someone who
could handle the responsibility and I
don’t know if he’s there or not,” Merwin
said.
Nunnery said he thinks one of the di
rector positions of the two departments
could be eliminated.
“I think we can reasonably expect to
see a position collapsed in that maneu
ver,” he said.
He said that right now the job could be
easily handled by one person but that in
the future there might be a greater need
with campus housing and other additions.
Another proposal by the committee is
to have the intercollegiate athletic direc
tor report directly to the vice president
for Student Affairs.
Bruce Grimes, director of UNF inter
collegiate athletics, said he thinks that
that chain of command will work fine. He
said that model is used on most college
campuses and it means he will have a
voice at the executive staff meetings
with the president.

“I’m comfortable with it. I think it’s a
good move,” Grimes said.
Nunnery said he favors the idea be
cause it will give students more input in
to the athletic program since it will be
housed in “our side of the building.”
Another recommendation was to move
the function of articulation and ad
visement to the vice president for Aca
demic Affair’s office. Merwin said this
would help centralize class scheduling.
Merwin said the Admissions office will
now take on the new function of re
cruitment. He said the office now merely
admits students but that he wants them
to be student advocates and recruiters.
“It’s something I think is really impor
tant for them to do,” Merwin said.
Another committee recommendation
was to merge the Veteran’s Affairs office
with the Financial Aid office on campus
with the rationale that they are both
forms of financial aid.
But some do not agree that the two of≡
fices are compatible.
“VA is a totally different animal. I
don’t know if there is any advantage to
housing it in Financial Aid,” Nunnery
said.
He said currently the VA office has a
link with the Registrar’s office which is
important when checks on certification
eligibility are needed. These checks are
done on students’ grades to make sure
they still qualify for the assistance.
Nunnery said the VA would lose that
important information link if it were
joined with Financial Aid.
According to Merwin, all the recom
mendations made by the committee will
ultimately be decided by the new vice
president. He said the Faculty Associa
tion will also have its say at its regular
meeting Thursday, March 3.

the recent reorganization of student af
fairs which includes the appointment of a
vice president of student affairs and the
abolishment of the dean and associate
dean positions.
Coy said he was not interested in vying
for the vice president position.
The vice president position “to me is
not as appealing as it was in the past,”
Coy said.
“I’d be reliving a part of my life I think
I’ve already lived. It wasn’t something I
wished to do.”
Dr. Sandy Hansford, director of the
Skills Center, will serve as interim dean
until a vice president of student affairs is
appointed.
Dr. William Merwin, interim vice pres
ident of academic affairs, said he is glad
Coy will be more available as a teacher.
“Dean Coy has a fantastic reputation
as a teacher,” Merwin said.
Merwin said Coy asked to return to
teaching and it did not necessarily have
anything to do with the student affairs re
organization.

Faculty won't
share lounge
By BOB WOOD
Spinnaker Special Writer

After four years of trying, the Univer
sity of North Florida Faculty Association
now has a faculty lounge but as it now
stands, the space will not be shared with
clubs and UNF students will not be al
lowed in the lounge even as guests.
Dr. Dale Clifford, president of the Fac
ulty Association, said earlier reports that
the faculty would share Room 1327 in
Building Eleven with students and clubs
were incorrect.
“The clubs tend to meet when the fac
ulty lounge would be used and there was
some worry that bringing in students as
guests would strain the facilities.” Dr.
Clifford said.
Dr. Clifford expressed sympathy for
the clubs and students who haα been us
ing the split level room for meetings but
said: “Students control and have access
to every place on this campus, the facul
ty had no place.”
A flyer was recently sent to faculty
members outlining rules from faculty
club membership which specifically ex
cludes UNF students as guests of the
lounge.
Dr. Clifford said she could understand
how students might react to the flyer but
noted that the rules were only tentative.
She said she personally was not op
posed to students being allowed in the
lounge as guests and that there was no
real consensus on a guest basis.
The Faculty Association will be meet
ing March 3 to discuss policy for the
lounge and final decisions, including
whether students will be allowed in the
lounge or not, will be made by the end of
March, Dr. Clifford said.

“I think he just felt like he’d done his
service,” he said.
Coy agreed that the university needed
someone with vitality and freshness for
the vice president position and maybe
someone from outside the university
would be better suited, Merwin said
When Coy returns to teaching, he will
also return to research. His interest is in
the study of the biology of aging and he
hopes to begin working for research
grants as soon as he begins teaching
again.
He also wants to become very involved
with the lower division classes that will
begin in 1984.
“My number one desire is to get em
broiled in lower division as it develops,"
he said.
Coy said he will return to academia by
teaching one course this summer then
three or four in the fall term.
“I’m really looking forward to it,” Coy
said.
“I might live longer,” he added, laugh
ing.
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Shuttle gets underway
(From Page 1)
porters of the proposition, was pleased
with the issue.
“I’m absolutely delighted. I felt that
the Student Government Association and
the Division of Student Affairs did a good
job of answering everyone’s questions,”
said Merwin.

He said that there is evidence of an in
creasing focus on campus life and the
shuttle is an indication of that awareness.
The shuttle bus has been proposed at
various times for the past nine years. It
was not enacted because of possible state
law violations on the transportation of
handicapped students. This now has been
reconciled by JTA’s bus system called

DART (Dial-a-Ride Transportation for
the handicapped). They also had difficul
ty with the state regulations concerning
the operation of a shuttle bus by students.

Michael Argento, director of special
student services, said that there is still
more work that has to be done before the
bus system can be started. He said driv
ers still need to be hired and then trained
in a safe driving program. Overall, Ar
gento was happy with the project.

“We realized that in 72 this would be a
problem with students. In 1974, we finally
put forward an idea but it wasn’t feasible.
Now with this about to happen, it will
benefit the students. I think this will be a
good test for the university,” said Argen
to.

Tentative Bus schedule
Monday — Thursday
8:35 a.m.............. JTA Bus
10:20 a.m.............UNF Shuttle
12:25 p.m.............UNF Shuttle
1:20 p.m...............JTA Bus
2:20 p.m............... UNF Shuttle
3:35 p.m............... JTA Bus
4:20 p.m............... UNF Shuttle
5:20 p.m............... UNF Shuttle
7:20 p.m............... UNF Shuttle
8:50 p.m............... UNF Shuttle

.

Friday
8:35 a.m............... JTA Bus
10:20 a.m.............UNF Shuttle
12:25 p.m............. UNF Shuttle
1:20 p.m............... JTA Bus

Academic vice president slot to be filled
By VIRGINIA BOGSTAD
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Applications are coming in daily for
the position of chief administrative offi
cer at University of North Florida and
the new executive is expected to be hired
by July 1.
More than 35 applications for Provost∕Academic Vice President have arrived
and more are expected by the March 4
deadline.
The position, formerly called vice
president of Academic Affairs, came
open last summer when Dr. John
Minahan left the post and Associate Vice
President William Merwin took over as
interim vice president. Merwin will be
among the applicants for the Provost∕Academic Vice President position.
The faculty search committee is meet
ing weekly to formulate guidelines to aid
them in the six-round screening proce

dure which will forward three candidates
to UNF President Curtis McCray for fi
nal selection before June 3.
In his charge to the screening commit
tee, President McCray added the title
Provost to Academic Vice President for
the first time. The provost title gives the
vice president the added responsibility of
filling in for the president when he is
away.
In his previous position McCray was
provost and vice president of Governor’s
State University in Illinois.
In addition to advertisments in The
Chronicle, Wall Street Journal, Washing
ton Post, New York Times, Los Angeles
Times and the Affirmative Action Regis
ter, letters have been sent to colleagues
asking for nominations of qualified per
sons.
The advertisement says that the suc
cessful candidate will have earned a doc

UNF
VARSITY CLUB
T-SHIRTS
FOR SALE
$5 *
IN THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
OFFICE
50% polyester
50% cotton
A dull and Youth Sizes
Contact Susan Stanley
from 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
*Price includes sales tax

torate degree in a discipline taught at
UNF, be qualified to hold the rank of pro
fessor and have at least four years suc
cessful experience in academic adminis
tration in a college or university. Candidates should have excellent
communications skills and have demon
strated competence in teaching, research
and proven managerial leadership in
higher education.
An application, cover letter, resume
and five personal references are re
quired. The complete selection process is
being conducted under Florida’s Sun
shine Law and equal opportunity/affir
mative action guidelines.
The committee, most of whose mem
bers were elected by the faculty, reflects
the cross section of the community.
The screening process will be com
pletely “color blind,” said committee
Chairman Jay A. Smith, of the UNF
Transportation and Logistics Depart
ment. The committee also will not know
the name, age, sex, race or possible hand
icap of the applicant in the first round of
screening, though this information and
the complete applications are available
to the public in the personnel office.
In order to discover if the advertise
ments are reaching minorities and handi
capped, applicants are asked to anony
mously complete an affirmative action
survey card requesting sex, race and pos
sible handicaps. How the applicant
learned of the position is also requested.
The first round of screening will be
conducted by the personnel department
staff based on the criteria developed by
the committee and only those responding
to the established criteria will be report
ed in the summary of the application.
The committee will vote to accept or re
ject each applicant.
Though early rounds of the screening
process are designed to eliminate less
qualified individuals any member of the
the committee can overrule the negative
vote of the committee and include an in
dividual in the next round.
At the end of the second round of
screening, an oversight committee will
review all applicants who were eliminat
ed in round two and it may invoke a right
of inclusion for affirmative action pur
poses.
At this point all remaining candidates
will be sent requests for letters of recom
mendation to be used in round four.
Final processes for rounds three, four,
five and six have yet to be completed.
The committee completed editing the
selection criteria for round two of the
search process and will be accepting the
subcommittee’s final report on the guide
lines for the other rounds Feb. 28.
Some of the qualifications the commit
tee will be screening for are the the abil
ity to be a creative budget manager, to
work well within the community and
with faculty governance.
The successful candidate must support
affirmative action, work with a faculty
union and be committed to educational
quality, Smith said in a letter requesting
candidate nominations.
The 11-member committee meets each
Monday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Building
Eleven, Room 2127. Meetings are open to
the public.

Chisholm says
testing unfair
to blacks
By SID GRAY
Spinnaker Staff Writer

New testing requirements for high
school and college students are not fair
for blacks or other students, according to
former congresswoman Shirley Chis
holm.
Speaking before a crowd of about 400
Feb. 17 as part of the University of North
Florida Black History Celebration, Mrs.
Chisholm spoke on many diverse sub
jects. But the brunt of her speech was on
the topic of The U.S. Constitution and
Black Americans. She said the testing
policies that are facing new students are
not the answer to the problem of lower
educational standards.
“We have to look at the individual in
stitutions as an answer to the problem.
We have to do that because they are the
ones who are exposed to the knowledge.
All children need to be exposed to that
knowledge. Every child is educable. To
day we find that everyone looks for the
easy way out,” Mrs. Chisholm said.
Mrs. Chisholm, 58, has been in politics
about 25 years. The former schoolteach
er from Brooklyn was the first black
woman elected to the state assembly of
New York.
In 1968, she became the first elected
black woman to the U.S. House of Repre
sentatives and in 1972, as a Democrat,
she became the first black woman to run
for president. In July of 1982, after 14
years in Congress, Mrs. Chisholm decid
ed not to run for another term. She said
she quit because she desired to have a
private life and to spend more time with
her husband whom she has since di
vorced. Since then she has been teaching
at various colleges and universities.
An unexpected guest at the lecture
was boxer Michael Spinks, light
heavyweight champion of the world.
Spinks was in town to train for an up
coming unification title fight with Dwight
Braxton.
During her lecture, Mrs. Chisholm ex
plained the history of the black society
and why it is important to study black
heritage. She spoke about the history of
blacks in our country chronologically re
calling specific events and the way they
contributed to our way of life.
“In some ways, it is sad to focus on a
particular society. We have to because of
what history has represented to black
folks. We find it hasn’t been done in the
(See Page 6)

Pieta resigns
By Spinnaker Staff

Dr. Barbara A. Pieta, long-time direc
tor of nursing at the University of North
Florida, resigned her position in Febru
ary to accept another job.
She was replaced by Katherine Web
ster, a nursing instructor at UNF.
Dr. Pieta could not be reached for
comment.

Headline for

applications
for Financial Λid
is April 1.
See next issue for

more guidelines
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Musicfest
could finance
nature center
DONNA BELLAMY
Spinnaker Staff Writer

This year’s Earth Musicfest at the Uni
versity of North Florida is expected to be
a big success for more than just the pro
moters.
UNE’s Student Government Associa
tion is once again sponsoring the event,
but it is requesting that the 27 campus
clubs that participate in Musicfest do
nate their revenues to the Nature Center
Fund, a project designed to educate the
general public about the environment.
Officials estimate UNF’s 22-mile trail
system, is visited by about 1,000 people
use each month.
Doug Ganson, assistant student events
coordinator, said the center will cost
$12,500 to staff and run, with equipment,
architects and engineering totalling
$28,500. The building earmarked for the
center is 1,200 square feet.
The proposal for the facility is being
reorganized by Dr. Ray Bowman, a UNF
natural sciences professor, and Lee Al
bert, a science major, to use the space
presently on campus. They have com
posed a two-page proposal for $20,000 to
be used to create the nature center and
draw up the plans.
In addition to educating the general
public, the center would assist in infor
mal environmental programs at UNF,
Florida Junior College, Jacksonville Uni
versity, Edward Waters College and vari
ous other schools.
It will also develop and direct informal
environmental and energy programs in
cooperation with faculty and outside ex
perts, assist in planning and management
of wilderness areas, oversee any future
facility dedicated to nature interpreta
tion and environment and energy demon

stration.
Funds from Musicfest would aid in
starting the building of the center now
and SGA has tentatively agreed to fund it
after it has been built. The $5,000 that
SGA hopes to raise at the Earth Music
fest will help to fund the center, but offi
cials hope that other potential sources
for funding will be gained from the event.
According to Ganson, the event will
feature music by the Johnny Van Zandt
Band, Jimmy Van Zandt Band, Tom
Gribbins and the Saltwater Cowboys,
Justin and Sashay.
Other plans include canoe rides, trail
tours and booths that feature energy
themes.
The free event, scheduled for April 16
from noon until 6 p.m., is expected to
draw a crowd of 8,000 people as a result
of a heavy publicity campaign by local
radio station WIVY.
A bill put before the SGA senate has
requested a $15,000 donation by SGA for
Musicfest. This would consist of unallo
cated reserves — those that were not put
into the 1982 83 fund.
Even though SGA hopes to raise $5,000,
approximately $15,000 is being spent. This
money, according to Ganson, will be
spent out of the $391,000 student activities
fund which is made up of portions of stu
dents’ tuition specifically designated for
the fund.
However, the money cannot be spent
unless university President Curtis Mc
Cray approves at least $10,000 of the
$15,000. If he does not approve the expen
ditures, SGA cannot override his deci
sion. But, Ganson said, the president is
expected to approve the proposal.
The Musicfest, which is being billed as
a family event, will be cancelled only if
the weather is extremely severe and not
just because the headliner cancels, as
was the case last year with Michael Mur
phy, said Ganson.
SGA has eliminated the chance of this
re-occurring by booking five bands at a
cost of $8,500. Ganson would not say how
much each band would receive, but he
said it is hard to get entertainers to per
form for free, as they did in the past.

CPA test requirements
to get tougher in 1984
By HERBIE LUOMA
Spinnaker Special Writer

All Florida accounting students could
have to take 10 more courses beyond
their bachelor’s degree to qualify to take
the Certified Public Accountant (CPA)
exam if they don’t take the exam this
year.
There are two CPA tests left in 1983,
set for May and November. But begin
ning in May, 1984, the exam will have in
creased candidacy requirements making
Florida the only state to require more
than a four-year degree to sit for it.
March 1 and 2 Alpha Sigma Pi, the Uni
versity of North Florida accounting and
finance club, will present to UNF stu
dents an informational program about
the CPA exam.
Ramon Wyer, accounting professor,
will speak three different times over the
two-day period to allow all students the
opportunity to attend, regardless of their
schedules.
The program will help to provide stu
dents with a general understanding of
new more stringent CPA exam require
ments, Wyer said.
He said the new requirements will be a
deterrent to many accounting students.
“This will make it harder to be a can
didate for the examination,” Wyer said.
To acquaint students with the basics,
Wyer outlined the current requirements
for the CPA examinations:
To sit for the exam, a candidate must
have a bachelor’s degree, 18 upper-level
accounting course hours (beyond Princi
ples of Accounting Courses), and 27 con
textual hours of business courses.
After passing the exam, a candidate
can do one of two things before he can be
licensed as a CPA: he can either work
for a CPA firm for one year or take 30
graduate level course hours which must
include 12 hours of accounting courses.
Under the new law for 1984 CPA tests,

the four-year bachelor’s degree is re
quired plus an additional 30 hours (total
of 150 hours) to be qualified as a candi
date to take the exam.
These hours do not have to include
graduate hours but must include 36 ac
counting hours and 39 contextual busi
ness hours including the basic Tax I and
II, Auditing I and II and Business Law I
and II courses. There is no option for
working after passing the exam under
the new law. The conditioning level re
quires that a candidate pass two of the
four sections or the practice section of
the exam.
A person who has conditioned takes
over only the sections he did not pass, in
stead of taking the whole exam again.
This exam is the most demanding of
all professional exams. It has an ex
tremely low passing rate for first-time
candidates. Dr. Irvin Gleim of the Uni
versity of Florida and author of The CPA
Review, estimates the national passing
rate for such candidates at 10 percent.
For the last test of 1983 in November,
all people who apply and do not pass will
not have to condition to apply for later
sittings under the old law.
UNF will not change the present fouryear accounting program so many stu
dents who complete the new require
ments for the exam would only be two
courses short of a master’s degree.
Wyer encourages students to attend
the sessions but, he warned, they are not
a substitute for adviser discussion, which
is tailor-made.
Professors Bettie Adams and Wyer,
the accounting advisers, prepare detailed
programs of preparation for each stu
dent.
Wyer will speak Tuesday at 5:15 p.m.
in Building Fourteen, Room 1721 in the
Blue Room and Wednesday at noon and
5:15 p.m. in Building Ten, Room 2425.

United Faculty of Florida
(The Faculty's Voice)
Decisions that will guide the course of higher
education in Florida the rest of this century are
being prepared by the Postsecondary Education
Planning Commission. No faculty group was so
much as consulted when the Commission was
formed, its members selected, or its mission set.

Such indifference to faculty views is now a thing of
the past. The Commission today seeks ideas and
recommendations from the faculty; its members
and staff meet frequently with faculty repre
sentatives to discuss the Commission's work.
The change derives from no sudden enlighten
ment, but from the clout wielded by the United
Faculty of Florida and its new affiliates, the Florida
Teaching Profession-NEA and the National Educa
tion Association.

UFF's growth and achievements, as well as FTPNEA's electoral victories, have caused politicians
to become responsive to faculty representatives.

the Postsecondary Education Planning Commis
sion now meet: It is UFF which speaks for every
faculty member in Florida.
It is also UFF which meets with the governor, his
cabinet, the education department, and com
mittees and members of the legislature.

What UFF says is what state officials recognize as
the position of the entire faculty.
If you are a UFF member, you have a voice in
setting the union's positions, policies, and
programs—in shaping what UFF tells the Commis
sion, the governor, and other public officials.
If you're not a UFF member, you have no voice —
even though the union speaks for you.

We think that's wrong. But you can do something
to "correct" it.

For information about UFF membership and
programs, see the campus UFF president.

It is with UFF members that the policymakers of

UFF

FTP∙NEA

Tom Mongar, President
Political Science, UNF/UFF
Phone: (904) 646-2540
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New faculty lounge
off limits to students
The popular split-level meeting room in Building Eleven, formerly
shared by students and faculty, is like a magician’s rabbit — first, you
see it, then you don’t.
The Jan. 31 Spinnaker ran an article that said according to student
activities the lounge had been turned over to faculty “but the teachers
may be willing to share the room with students and clubs . . . if the
[faculty] association is given enough notice.”
Two days past publication, two things happened. A student member
of the Journalism Council asked to reserve the room for a Feb. 22 pro
gram and was told the room was unavailable to students. Then, a no
tice from faculty member Steve Shapiro, department of economics,
was circulated stating the Faculty Association was organizing duespaying lounge privileges which will forbid admission to (1) any nondues paying faculty member, (2) any students, even those who might
be guests of a dues-paying faculty member.
What this indicates is that a faction in the Faculty Association hand
ed a “misleading image resulting in a false impression” to the student
media — a ploy described by Webster’s under “illusion.”
Let us now examine the flip side of this issue. It’s a fair assumption
the faculty deserve the use of this lounge because they are older than
students, from which assumption we can deduce that the average 31year-old UNF student, being healthier and hardier (another assump
tion), will better be able to tolerate the trek down to Building Four
teen meeting rooms regardless of weather.
It’s also a fair assumption the Faculty Association, more or less
permanently ensconced in vocational cul-de-sacs, enjoy imperialistic
and manipulative power — or — sway with administration (juxta
posed by transient student peonage) from which we students can de
duce a sardonic fact of life: Tough luck, baby!
Being excluded from any popular location will always bring on con
troversy but this one smacks of sleight-of-hand. We suggest the Fac
ulty Asociation bring a magician to the split-level room as its guest.
He might learn something from their performance.

Deaf want to communicate
The Spinnaker asked deaf University
of North Florida students:
"Would you like to communicate with
the hearing in a social and/or classroom
environment and how would you commu
nicate?”
“Yes, I would like to communicate
with the hearing socially and in the class
room. If socially, it would have to start
with a small group then build as we learn
to communicate faster and better.
For me to communicate to them, I
would use speech with sign language so
they could learn it. The hearing could use
speech, gestures and whatever sign lan
guage they had in communicating to me.
As they learn more signs, they could use
them as well as speech.”
Paul Adams

Student Survey
“Surely I would like to share my insight
of deafness or other issues to hearing
classmates. Communicating with hearing
classmates would expose them to realize
that a deaf person can talk with his voice.
Most deaf people use sign language as
their part of conversation with other deaf
people. Perhaps I speak up for a question
to a professor and let the classroom hear
me, either deaf or hard-of-hearing person
who can communicate.
“Even both deaf and hearing people
have to be patient to communicate to
each other by the means of talking with
voices, manual alphabet communication,

sign language or lip-reading. One-to-one
is usually the best communication meth
od because a deaf person depends on see
ing one’s face and listening to one’s voice
to some degree of sound.
“I encourage hearing people to be pa
tient when they communicate with the
deaf with any means of communication,
including gestures and signs, and explore
in their interest to serve with deaf in the
community and special education pro
grams at UNF. They may succeed capa
bly to communicate with American sign
language to the deaf in a silent world.”
Stephan Luke
“The response to the question asked ap
plies only to me and should not be inter
preted as representative of how other
deaf people feel. I am a top-notch lip
reader, have very intelligible speech and
am fluent in sign language.
“I enjoy communicating with hearing
people whose lips are easy for me to lip
read or who are fluent in sign language.
Lacking either of these qualities will re
sult in my taking avoidance measures. In
situations where Up-reading is required, I
will avoid group situations or create a sit
uation where we can socialize on a oneto-one basis. If several people are fluent
in the use of sign language, then I enjoy
participating as a member of the group
and interacting with the various sign lan
guage communicators.
“I will express myself according to
what the situation calls for: communica
tion, speech alone or sign language with
out voice.”
Larry Briole

Orchids and Onions
Orchids to: Katherine Webster who took over the post of director of nursing when Dr.
Barbara Pieta left last week.
Onions to: UNF administrators for failing to allocate an alternative and equally ade
quate room for student functions when the faculty was bequeathed the split-level
room.
Orchids to: Dr. Sandy Hansford who was recently appointed interim dean of student
affairs. She will fill in for Dean Coy when he returns to teaching in May.
Onions to: The culprits who’ve been breaking into video machines on campus and en
dangering their existence here.
Orchids to: Those responsible for pushing the shuttle bus into play.
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I HEARD THAT
THIS ROOM HAS
BECOME A FACULTY
LOUNGE.

THAT'S RIGHT! BUT DON'T
WORRY YOU CAN STILL
USE IT, TRUST ME.

COME BACK LATER .

STUDENT
FACULTY
LOUNGE

WHEN HE SAID
"TRUST ME", I KNEW
I WAS IN TROUBLE!
NOTICE: NO
RESTRICTED
FACULTY
LOUNGE

STUDENTS
ALLOWED
UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
In reference to your Orchids and On
ions section of the Feb. 14 issue, we
would like to offer this rebuttal to the on
ion.
We are student assistants in the Stu
dent Activities office and one of the peo
ple responsible for the “clutter” on the
marquee. We receive numerous marquee
requests each day from various campus
clubs and organizations. We also receive
numerous complaints from these fac
tions who want to know why “their” re
quests are not up. Student government
paid for the marquee and their requests
have priority over any other group.
After SGA requests, we put up others
on a first-come, first-served basis. The
clubs and organizations on this campus
did not pay for the construction of the
marquee, so they are mistaken if they
think it is their “personal” board.
We offer the following solutions: 1)
erect more marquee boards with all
clubs and organizations footing the bill,
2) allot a certain number of requests per
club, per month, 3) stop sending requests
altogether or 4) tear down the marquee.
A final reminder to all clubs and or
ganizations: if you feel your event is im
portant enough to go on the marquee
then send it in. If not, please do not send
in your “clutter.”
Christopher Hoyt and Cindy Lane

Editor's note: The following is a re
sponse to a letter that appeared in last is
sue in which a student charged that SGΛ
President Jack Nunnery "rudely” failed
to introduce a keynote speaker for the
Black History Celebration.
Editor:
In response to a recent letter from Mr.
David A. Slate I would like to make sev
eral comments. Initially, there was a
genuine misunderstanding about which
lecturer I was to introduce (Dr. James
Eaton). My office was sent a memoran
dum about the Feb. 3 event scheduled at
noon. However, the memorandum was
stamped received on Feb. 2.
Daily mail is usually placed in our box
at approximately noon. I did have exact
ly 24 hours notice. However, this assumes
that I am on campus every day. That as
sumption is incorrect.
I do sincerely regret not being able to
attend the lecture. Nevertheless, circum
stances do not point towards a shameful
act of rudeness. Rather events indicate
an unfortunate example of miscommun
ication.
Mr. Slate, if you have any unresolved
questions concerning circumstances sur
rounding the lecture, please do not hesi
tate to contact me. My office hours are
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. No
appointment is necessary.
Jack Nunnery

Deaf need consideration
By ROBERT ANTHONY
Dr. Robert Anthony, assistant profes
sor of the Teacher Training Program in
Hearing Impaired at the University of
North Florida, addresses the problem of
deafness and public insensitivity. Dr. An
thony is deaf.
What does it mean to be deaf? The
question appears to be a simple one with
a clear medical response. The hearing
public usually conceptualizes it as meaning that the person cannot hear except

Guest column
with a hearing aid and that the hearing
person may have to talk louder so that
the deaf person can hear them with am
plification. Unfortunately the public’s no
tion is incorrect and incomplete.
Even with amplification deaf people
may only hear a few intelligible speech
sounds which means they often don’t
hear complete words. This results in gar
bled or incomplete communication.
Incomplete public knowledge produces
insensitivity to the needs of deaf people.
While this insensitivity is not intentional

it is pervasive and is expressed many
ways.
One expression is in the small number
of captioned television programs. With
out captioning, the deaf person cannot re
ceive any detailed verbal information.
So, the deaf taxpayer receives very little
benefit from the regulation of television.
Another expression of insensitivity is
the lack of available teletypewriter tele
phones in public buildings. Standard
phones are made available to the hearing
public but the type of phone a deaf per
son needs is not available.
These seem to be rather innocuous
problems but they aren’t. Without televi
sion the deaf person misses important
cultural, political and economic informa
tion. Without adequate access to phones
the deaf person must drive everywhere
to make contacts. Without being able to
clearly hear human speech the deaf per
son is dependent on the hearing person’s
willingness to talk slower, repeat words,
rephrase sentences or write sentences.
All of these problems are resolvable
but they depend on the hearing public be
ing sensitive to the needs of the deaf.
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Noted psychologist condemns discrimination
By KEVIN HUDSON
Spinnaker Staff Writer

The leadership against discrimination
must come from educators, and until
that happens many seminars will be held
to try to deal with racial problems, Dr.
Kenneth Clark told a group of students
and faculty at the University of North
Florida last week.
Speaking at a seminar as part of the
Black History Month activities, Clark
said Thursday that for too long lawyers
and judges have fought against discrimi
nation, battles that educators should
have been more willing to participate in.
Clark, a noted psychologist and educa
tor, is now in private practice in New
York.
He is most famous for his studies on
the psychological effects of racial segre
gation, one of which was instrumental in
the United States Supreme Court deci
sion that struck down the idea of “sepa
rate but equal” facilities for blacks.
“Until higher educational institutions
and those in charge of them get the cour
age to state unequivocably that racism is
generally an anachronism, and specifi
cally and totally intolerable in education
al institutions for which they are respon
sible, we will have one seminar after an
other for the next 30 years,” he said.

Citing the Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka decision, the case in
which his study was used, Clark said that
educators should have been more willing
to take a stand against discrimination.
“The Browndecision was fought and
won in the courts, not because educators
took the initiative. Not because colleges
and universities were outraged by what
they saw happening to human beings in a
bi-racial educational system. Brown
came about because lawyers and judges
took the initiative and were concerned,”
he said.
Clark said the problems concerning
the education of blacks started very ear
ly“The first civil rights debate occurred
early in the history of slavery. A group of
missionaries argued that African slaves
should be taught to read.”
“The more practical and pragmatic
slaveholders argued against this on the
ground that if you teach these people
to read, you will be sowing the
[blacks]
seeds of rebellion,”
“It just so happens that they were
right,” Clark said.
He said the concept of slavery could
only be rationalized at that time on the
grounds that the slaves were somehow
subhuman

Chisholm speaks about
black pride, discrimination
(From Page 3)
textbooks of America. The blood, sweat
and tears of black Americans lies in our
country,” she said.
She said she was proud of her heritage.
“And may I say unequivocally, there
would have been no other group that
could withstand what black people have
suffered with our heritage. I am proud to
be a black American,” Mrs. Chisholm
said.
Mrs. Chisholm still thinks there is a
problem with race relations in America.
“Still in 1983, we are considered
second-class citizens. During the wars
when we fought for this country, we
fought for liberty. We were soon to dis
cover that this was not true. Our framers
of the constitution considered us only
three-fifths of a white man. Today when
we hear about affirmative action, people
only talk about reverse discrimination. I
think that’s wrong. It [affirmative action]
is the utilization of certain tools that give
the blacks the opportunity the whites
have had for years,” Mrs. Chisholm said.
UNF President Curtis L. McCray
made the opening remarks to Mrs. Chis
holm’s lecture.
“It is a pleasure to have such a re
markable person speaking at UNF. In
characterizing her [Mrs. Chisholm], I feel
the term folk hero is appropriate with
her stature,” McCray said.
Commenting on the Reagan adminis
tration, Mrs. Chisholm said the
Reaganomic policy has been a disaster.
“President Reagan lacks the sensitiv
ity for black Americans. I have met the

president and he is a charming man but
he lacks fairness. He talks about his 52
percent conservative mandate. We find
now the country is in terrible shape. The
American people are just like Rip Van
Winkle, they are all sleeping away. I see
problems with the elderly, the youth and
no solutions. The policies of Ronald Rea
gan have delivered us into an intellectual
tram wreck,” Mrs. Chisholm said.
When asked if she would run for presi
dent again, Mrs. Chisholm responded
that she would not but added “your
gonna hear from me in ’84 from a differ
ent place.”
“While I may not return to politics, I
will definitely be heard from in later
years in a different forum.”
Student Government Association Pres
ident Jack Nunnery was very pleased
with the response of the students to Mrs.
Chisholm.
“I think it was one of the outstanding
campus events of the year. If you missed
this, you really missed something spe
cial,” Nunnery said.
“If you noticed, we had two champions
here. We had Shirley Chisholm who is a
champion of black civil rights and we
had Michael Spinks, who is light
heavyweight champion of the world,”
Nunnery said.
As Mrs. Chisholm left the UNF cam
pus, she commented that it is a nice
place to study.
“I think UNF is a very beautiful cam
pus. It is very conducive to the learning
process. We need to have this kind of
positive support,” she said.

Phonαthon just misses goal
By JOY BATTEH
Spinnaker Staff Writer

The seventh annual University of
North Florida Phonathon came close to
its goal of $30,000 in contributions from
area alumni last week.
The phonathon was held Feb. 21 to
Feb. 24, with approximately 55 alumni,
faculty members and students making
calls to local alumni for pledges.
By Thursday, the group had raised a
respectable amount of $29,680, just short
of its projected goal.
“Goals have two purposes: to reach
for and to get,” said Lowell Wood, direc
tor of development and alumni services,
who helped plan the phonathon.
“We reached for it and we came aw
fully darn close,” he said.
He said the Alumni Association, spon
sor of the phonathon, made close to
$25,000 in pledge monies for the universi
ty last year with more volunteers.

Although there were fewer volunteers,
more students participated in this year’s
phonathon, he said.
UNF’s College of Business Administra
tion garnered the most contributions
with a total of $12,000 in pledges.
Totals were computed nightly and win
ners in gaining pledges were announced.
“Without a doubt we are pleased and
thankful for all those who helped in phon
ing and those who pledged their gift to
UNF,” said Bruce Ogier, vice president
of the Alumni Governing Council, which
oversees the Alumni Association.
The individual winners in gaining
phone contributions were Dottie Bush,
College of Business alumna, with $1,270,
Richard Middlekauff, a business student,
with $856, Dr. Tom Healy, director of
Continuing Education, with $365 and
Mort Benjamin, president of the Alumni
Association, with $600.

Dr. Kenneth Clark

all

health
Center

“The demonstration that African
slaves and their children could be taught
to read took the underpinnings, pulled the
rug out, from the argument that they
were less than human,” he said.
Clark credited the National Associa
tion for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) for much of the pro
gress that has been made in the educa
tional opportunities for minorities.
He said that in the 1930s and 1940s, the
NAACP lawyers began to raise serious
questions concerning the role of racism
in American education at all levels.
Since the Brown decision, politicians
and educators have been the major resis
tance to advancements, he said.
“Practical politicians and educators,
black and white, who in spite of the clear
and irrefutable evidence that racism in
the educational process encumbers, in
terferes with and contaminates educa
tion,” continue to block effective deseg
regation efforts.

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTS

UNF Inflation
Fighter:
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731-2755

Boathouse. Movies

4331 University Blvd. So.
Tropicana Center
Jacksonville, Fla. 32216

OF
JACKSONVILLE. INC.

★
★
★
★
★

FREE

ANNUAL PAP SMEAR
LICENSED GYNECOLOGISTS
ABORTION
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC

Every Friday
at 8 p.m.

KAY MORA
Maine’s Nationally Renowned
Psychic
Providing

• psychic readings

●● business consulting

9 readings by mail and telephone
• trance
• classes & healings
• lectures
Private instruction available
Classes in Psychic Development I & II
at FJC Kent Campus Tuesday & Thursday evenings
Seen weekly on Cablevision

CALL 744-9071 FOR APPOINTMENT

SEMESTER
IN SPAIN
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED ∙ Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U S college $3,189 Price includes jet round trip to Seville from New
York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans
available for eligible students
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day, four days a
week, four months Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span) Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunities not available in a U.S class

room Standardized tests show our students’ language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U S Advanced courses
also

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb 1 ∙ June 1 / FALL SEMESTER — Sept 10 ■
Dec. 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED ∙ A program of Trinity Christian College

For full information—write to:

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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UNF budget could be cut for overestimations
(From Page 1)
his group’s information is accurate.
“To the best of our knowledge, ours is
the most reliable information available,”
he said.
In its January 1983 report, the watch
dog group said that “the quarter/semester changeover and shorter 1981 summer
session apparently only exacerbated an
existing problem at certain institutions.”
The group did not say what the “exist
ing problem” might be.
Steve Lawson, a Citizens Council ana
lyst who worked on the group’s report,
said most of his information came from
year-end statistics from the state BOR
and Dr. Carl Blackwell, budget director
for the BOR.
Blackwell said that there has been a
series of problems associated with pro
jected enrollments.
“There were substantial
miscalculations in the 1981-82 fiscal
year,” he said.
The impact of the overestimates, said
Blackwell, will not be evident until the
summer of 1983 because adjustments for
a fiscal year are made at the beginning
of the following fiscal year.
Blackwell said the issue is still being
discussed with representatives from
Gov. Bob Graham’s office, the House and
Senate Appropriations staff and some
members of the House and Senate.
“We’re still trying to solve what hap

pened in the 1981-82 fiscal year,” he said.
Blackwell said mandatory budget hold
backs are a possibility, and that a deci
sion to impose a holdback would stem
from a consensus out of the group that is
reviewing the matter.
Mandatory holdbacks, said Blackwell,
could mean a denial of funds for class
room instruction, instruction and re
search, supplies and equipment or an in
stitution’s entire budget.
He said that the question as to whether
or not holdbacks might affect an institu
tion’s undergraduate offerings has not
yet been discussed.
“It’s a possibility,” said Blackwell.
“We will explore all avenues in order to
save the individual.”
He agreed that the quarter/semester
changeover was a partial cause of the
overestimates, although it probably mag
nified a pre-existing problem.
“It’s the result of a lack of foresight on
our [BOR] part, and theirs [the universi
ties],” Blackwell said. “Our assumptions
were not correct.”
He said that he has “very positive”
feelings about the Citizens Council al
though he only knows the group by asso
ciation in this matter.
Jim Helms, staff director of the House
Higher Education Committee’s Commis
sion on Higher Education, said that he is
not aware that any punitive measures
against the five universities are being
considered.

UNF-SGA
SHUTTLE BUS
PROVIDING
DAILY TRANSPORTATION BETWEEN

UNF & ATLANTIC

BOULEVARD

WANTED
DRIVERS FOR SHUTTLE BUS
• $4/Hr. for qualified people

“We’re not doing anything with it,” he
said. “I don’t know if the governor or the
appropriations committee is pursuing it
either.”
Helms said that the university system
has already had to give back 4.49 percent
of its budget because of a general rev
enue holdback in 1982-83 that was unre
lated to enrollment overestimates and
that the state may not ask for more.
“When you are projecting enrollments
in advance, sometimes you don’t make
it,” he said. “There has been no attempt
on the part of the universities to hide any
of their enrollment projections. They [the
council] get a little excited about these
things sometimes.’
UNF President Curtis McCray said
that guessing numbers of students is dif
ficult on a non-residential campus.
Newman said that schools like UNF
are at a funding disadvantage because
schools with a majority of full-time stu
dents are awarded more FTE’s than
those schools that have a majority of
part-time students.
Richard Crosby, director of Institution
al Research at UNF, said that upper
division schools have a preponderance of
part-time students.

By SID GRAY
Spinnaker Stuff Writer

The University of North Florida’s bud
ding television studio recently inherited
the old Channel 4 Eyewitness News set
that was replaced by the station.
According to Dr. Micheal C. Pounds,
associate communications professor, the
studio has received the anchor desk and
a few chairs. The news set will be put to
use in the new studio in the fall term
when more broadcasting classes will be
offered, Pounds said. This addition will
be important for the students at UNF
and possibly for the much coveted com
munication degree, he said.
“I think this is one more step toward
making our communication program a
reality at this university. We had to have
something to do our newscasts with and
this will help us further in that cause,”
Pounds said.
According to Mel Martin, news direc
tor of WJXT, the set was worth about
$12,000 when it was new, but with depre
ciation it is now worthless to the station.
But to some organization that does not
possess a set, it can be invaluable. He
said the station has donated news sets in
the past to the National Guard and others
but felt that since UNF was setting up a
television studio and was looking for ma
terials, the school should get the equip

CLIP AND SAVE

20% OFF

Defensive Driving Course

SERVICE WILL BEGIN

ment.
“We offered them anything as part of
the set, except for the monitors and we
were glad we could help. I think it is a fit
ting retirement for a set that has served
us well for a long time,” said Martin.
Pounds worked with former Spinnaker
adviser and now WJXT assignment edi
tor Steve Crosby to get the set. Crosby
said the set has been used for many
years at the sister stations of WJXT.
He said the station does not usually do
nate materials to other organizations be
cause many times they are useless. Most
of the time they scrap the sets, he said.
Language and Literature Department
Chairman Dr. Allen Tilley, who is respon
sible for the communications tract, is
very enthusiastic about receiving the
gift. He said he thinks it is the right kind
of addition for the studio at UNF and
thinks that UNF will continue to have
this kind of support from the community.
“I think this is wonderful. We are ac
quiring much needed equipment that will
be put to good use,” Tilley said.
“We are working in cooperation with
Channel 4. We have many interns placed
there and are involved with many pro
jects all over Jacksonville’s television
community. I think as we get more and
more involved with television, we will re
ceive more attention,” he said.

Watch for the special SGA election preview
in the March 14 issue of The Spinnaker

• Must pass an 8 hour Safety Council

646-2525 for further information

UNF’s enrollment projections were on
ly overestimated by 3.2 percent in 1983
“Right now, it looks as if we’re resum
ing a normalcy in terms of enrollment
projections,” said Newman. “[Richard]
Crosby said that we’re dead on it this
year. We don’t play games with these
numbers. We give it our best-shot stuff.”

Television studio receives
old Eyewitness News set

• Must have current chauffeurs license

Contact Alex Hall at SGA Office

Newman said that 60 percent of those
attending UNF are part-time students.
Both he and the council said that the
Legislature should take a second look at
the language of the statute governing
overestimation.
“If the Legislature has sent us a fuzzy
signal, how do they expect us to receive
it with any clarity?” Newman said.
He said that it does not appear that the
five universities will be penalized for
their overestimates because the 1982-83
general revenue rollbacks took such a
bite out of the budgets.
“Because of that rollback, it is my un
standing that the powers-that-be might
not enforce the law (the statute),” said
Newman. “But if it happens again in
1983-84, we can expect to get our budgets
cut.”

•
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• Drafting

• Custom and Ready Madε Frames
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Gallery offerings
inspire appreciation
By MICHAEL TAYLOR BOWLUS
Spinnaker Staff Writer

The art show continuing through
March 10 in the Fines Arts Gallery at the
University of North Florida, is a caval
cade of works that stretches beyond the
usual limits of a mere exhibition.
It is a contest, a trial in which the art
ists enter what they feel is representa
tive of their better work. This distinction
can reveal as much about the artist as
the art itself.
The use of “Prismacolor,” colored
pencils to most of us, as a vehicle for
freedom and discipline is explored by
four of the entrants.
William Darty, uses the emptiness cre
ated by dividing white spaces with thin
colored lines to give the eye and the mind
a chance to wander.
Another approach, is to use the eve. in

jack tanner/special

Donna Horne with her entry.

the style of impressionists, to meld the
multitude of colored lines into particular
shapes and hues. Manfred B. Mischenko’s
Cycnoches, the winning entry in the
show, is an example of this technique.
Alice Sullivan’s Corn Three makes
good use of the detail that is possible to
attain with Prismacolor. The motion of
the work is enhanced by the depth of de
tail that gives a three-dimensional quali
ty to the shapes.
The Plant Forms Series I, entries by
Louise Freshman Brown, are also about
plants. But the movement and texture of
the forms seem more of an artistic reac
tion to plant forms than the facsimilies of
Ms. Sullivan and Mischenko. The limits of
expression in plant forms are not tested
to the same degree by the tedium of im
pressionistic applications found in the
prismacolor works.
Other entries such as RM. W. VW. and
It Slips Away, by Gretchen Ebersol, are
studies of space and time. The angular
features of RM. W. VW. invite a quality
of Degas’, in that it beckons you to look
beyond the canvas, to peer around the
edges.
A work by Jack Broughton, Lake Plac
id Cardboard Black, goes very close to
the edge of audience comprehension as
he actualizes his art in the distinct form
of black cardboard. Not all the entries
are quite so stark, however, in their in
tent or inaccessibility.
Space Beyond, an etching by Linda
Bozell, is not the title of a new video
game but an approximation of the maze
of squares and rectangles that make up
the work. The darker and lighter shapes
interact on what appears to be many
planes at once. This, too, gives depth and
substance to that space.
Donna Horne’s SR #2 is a clay-raku
fired tri-color oblong pot. Raku refers to
the soft, low-fired, lead-glazed, and often
hand-modeled pottery made in Japan
since the 16th century.

jack tanner/special

Manfred B. Mischenko with “Cycnoches,” his winning entry.
Paul Ladnier, photography instructor
at UNF, has dedicated this showing to
two assignments of his students. The first
assignment is for portraiture in natural
light and the second is photography of
commercial products.
The intent of the show is to allow the
students a chance to share with each oth
er and fellow photography enthusiasts
the ways in which these subjects can be
approached. The student gallery in this
capacity serves to enlighten not only art
ists and technicians who work in photog
raphy but “normal” people who have lit
tle conception of the maturing process an
artist can go through in developing his
art or craft.
The work prints, or finished but not
polished class projects, on display pro
vide more of a comparative approach to
understanding the ways in which an art
ist gets aquainted with his/her medium.
The individual artists represented here
have not chosen these prints because
they represent a finished statement of
art but rather because they are indica
tors of possibilities and limitations for
them artistically and technically.
There are examples of technique and
composition that, though imperfect in

some ways, are very entertaining and
educational. The photographers’ inter
pretations of commercial art are often
comically caught between the intent and
the technique, the artistic endeavors of
the photographer sometimes overshad
owing the commercial function of the
work.
Both galleries have a lot to say about
the progress of art for the individual art
ist and his association with a particular
medium. The winners and losers of the
“official” juried show are clearly at the
stage where their artistic progress is un
impeded by any lack of understanding in
their approach to their art or medium.
The work prints of the photography
students show viewers the ways in which
artists come to grip with their mediums,
more so than their subjects. It is the
mastery of the tools of those mediums
that will give these artists the confidence
to explore their own artistry.
Paul Karabinis, gallery director, said
he has scheduled two student shows for
every one in the main gallery and that
there will be one more photographic ex
hibit. Karabinis is hoping to involve sev
eral fine arts instructors and their class
es in future exhibitions.

JoAnn's Chili Bordello promises more than it delivers
By MICHAEL TAYLOR BOWLUS
Spinnaker Entertainment Editor

Being born in Texas carries certain re
sponsibilities. Recognizing and appreciat
ing good chili and women who wait on ta
bles in their underwear are right at the
top of the list.
Therefore I felt it was my duty, as a
Texan, who cherishes his innate appre
ciation for chili and women who wait ta
bles in their underwear, to tie up my old
paint at Jo Ann's Chili Bordello. Jo Ann’s
place is located at the intersection of At
lantic and Beach Boulevards and it has a
flashing red light to guide you in.
Once inside you’re immediately over
come by the warmth of the decor. The
red velvet wall paper, the red carpet, the
women in underwear waiting for your or
der: all the things you expect from a bor
dello are poised in a vermillion and ob
sidian background awaiting your com
mand.
Jo Ann can seat about 50 customers
comfortably. There are tables for two or
four arranged around the bar and the
area is illuminated by chandeliers. There
are no cozy tables in the corner or booths
and the “atmosphere” is better when the
crowds do not obstruct the view of the
“decor.”
The menu features 15 types of chili.
Four of those 15 are produced fresh daily.
Not suprisingly the chili dishes are
named for women.
There’s Madame Suzanne, “a striking
ly beautiful girl from Bluehurst, N.C. who
helped runaway cats then quit every
thing to marry,” described as “beef —
lots of vegetables and not too hot” one
might get the impression that Madame
Suzanne was not a great success in the
bordello buisness. Madame Olga T., from
Lima, Peru, originated her famous reci
pe in a place called “Olga’s Hot Spot.”
Madame Jenny J., “one of Jacksonville’s

most successful madames,” offers her
specialty with olive oil and basil-flavor.
Madame Hot Pants warns: “it was con
cocted during the 1929 stock market
crash when men did not care if they lived
or died!” Jo Ann’s Special is the recipe
that caused Jo Ann to “quit the ‘fun
house’ business” and get serious about
her chili. She says that, “Like my girls,
my 15 chilis are sure to please.”
The waitresses, nonchalant as they sa

in the “character” of the characters they
so clearly represented.
Aside from the not-so-subtle inuendoes,
double entendres and chauvinistic slurs,
what is Jo Ann trying to sell you? Is the
bordello a fantasy factory or a restau
rant?
The chili was very Texan even if the
women were subdued. Hot or mild chili
in any of the variations offered was $3.95.
The chili is served in the hollowed rind of

JoAnn’s serving girls come equipped with the usual bordello costumes.
shayed through the tables, wore black
push-up teddys with garters, black stock
ings and high heels. Despite these trap
pings they gave no indication of being ris
que, ribald, lewd or even “hot.” They
were attentive and courteous but never

a cantelope with a small dish of meatflavored rice and chunks of cantelope on
the side. Refills of chili were only a dol
lar. Jo Ann serves beer, wine, buttermilk,
bottled water and soft drinks with her
chili. She claims that her chilis are made

with 80 to 90 percent meat and that they
are so good they are “sinful.”
Jo Ann has brought together two of
man’s basic drives. The need for chili and
sex. Jo Ann fails to deliver either.
The concept, as explained in the fran
chise sales pitch on the back of the menu,
is to sell cheap food to a lot of people
with the lowest overhead possible. This
means there are no cooks (everything is
prepared in special cookers) and no dish
washers (everything is served on the
“finest disposables”). It also means im
age and not substance is the most impor
tant product.
The real assets of Jo Ann’s bordello
are the women who wait tables in their
underwear. Even though the atmosphere
resembles a low-rent version of a private
bunny club it is effective at taking your
mind off the price of chili. Which, after
all, is just chili.
Jo Ann also offers lunch with a wide
selection of “Fancy Sandwich Plates” to
complement her chilis. There are even
nightly specials such as Stuffed Chicken
Breast and Hawaiian Pork. But let’s face
it, Jo Ann knows what you’re really hun
gry for.
The idea of women serving food in
their underwear is bound to catch on.
Imagine any of your favorite fast food es
tablishments adopting this formula.
Would it make a hamburger taste any
better?
Jo Ann's Chili Bordello is not a serious
place to look for tarts or chili. It offers an
atmosphere that, like the entire concept,
is predicated on a cheap joke that wom
en have played on men since before lip
stick.
It is a theme restaurant that is best ap
preciated when disbelief is suspended
and you can imagine yourself paying
$3.95 for chili served on plastic by a wom
an in her underwear.
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Di Meola scores with vitality, power
a live album entitled One Night In San
Francisco. He shared that enterprise
with John Mahavisnu MacLaughlin.
That album was somewhat inaccessible
for casual listeners, much less jazz
fusion enthusiasts.
This album brings together a “new”
band for Al. New in the sense that while
all of the members have played with Al
at different times, this is the first tour
they have played together.

Record Review
By MICHAEL TAYLOR BOWLUS
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Al Di Meola has put the life back into
live music. The title of his latest release
Tour de Force-“Live” is a coy descrip
tion of the vitality and power that has
been captured in this record.
Jazz-rock fusion fans who have fol
lowed Di Meola’s career will marvel at
the zest Race with Devil on Spanish
Highway and Elegant Gypsy Suite
have. The choked, staccato guitar that
brought respect and notice to the exReturn-to-Forever guitarist is un
leashed in a staggering display of skill
and poise.
Di Meola’s previous release was also

Jan Hammer, who has played with
Jeff Beck and most recently with Neil
Schon, guitarist from Journey, plays
keyboards. Steve Gadd, who played
with Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel in
Central Park, plays drums. Mingo Lew
is is the percussionist and Victor God
sey plays “second” keyboards. Anthony
Jackson plays a bizzare six-string bass
and if the sum is greater than the parts,
it’s really no wonder.
The tunes that close sides one and
two are Hammer compositions while
the other four are versions of Di Meola
favorites. The difference between the
musical styles is stark, but the band
never falters.
Meola slams into your head.

Nena is Di Meola’s most languid
tune. It has an even tempo, sort of bosa
nova, with a pure undistorted electric
guitar solo. The MOR character of
Nena does not inhibit Di Meola or Ham
mer a they riff “the light fantastic”
without condescending to the usual ob
ligations of such a tune.
The addition of percussionists is a
trade mark of latin-jazz-rock fusions
and is best typified by Carlos Santana.
Layers of syncopations and rhythms in
tensify the maniacal fervor that guitar
ists like MacLaughlin, Santana and Di
Meola weave 32nd notes around.
It’s true that Al is notorious for latinjazz-rock excesses. Soulless technical
perfections whose mechanics are mar
velous but too tedious to be music are
often the results of ΛΓs virtuosity. Tour
de Force is not one of those.
The live atmosphere is not over
whelming but warm and the production
and re-mix are flawless. There is ex
citement and enthusiasm that is sincere
without being serious. The performance
by such an august cadre of musicians
could be pretentious and hollow as they
vie for the attention of the audience but
Tour de Force is not. They prove that
vitrolic instrumentation can be an asset
and, despite the lack of vocals or lyrics,
it can have a message.

Good times offen
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Setting
complements
music series
By MICHAEL TAYLOR BOWLUS
Spinnaker Staff Writer

The University of North Florida Stu
dent Government Association presented
“Music by the Lake,” a program of light
classical music, last Monday to an appre
ciative and near-capacity crowd in the
lobby of Building Fourteen.
The program featured the works of
Mozart, Bach, Tessarini, Teleman and
Sammartini. The six-piece chamber en
semble included Authur Bloomer, harpsi
chord; Judith Cloud, mezzo-soprano;
Vernon Humbert, cello; Claudia Tetrault,
oboe; Rhonda Cassano, flute and Rich
ard Svoboda, bassoon.
The acoustics of the lobby were well
suited for the ensemble as the reflective
surfaces of the glass brought out the
sparkle in the harpsichord and the tim
bre in the vocals.
The natural lighting and the warm
weather were ideal for relaxing. The bu
colic backdrop of the lake and reeds
completed the scene.
The two selections composed by Bach
were hymns that vibrantly extolled the
failures of man and the glory of God
without ever sounding like a sermon.
The Aria, Gott ist unser Sonn' und
Schild (God is our Sun and Shield), was
particularly powerful. The strength of
Bach’s musical and religious convictions
are intoned in this work and Ms. Cloud
sang with conviction and purpose. She re

Richard Svoboda, bassoon

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It’s the two-fisted
way to drink to g∞d times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram’s 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152
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© 1982 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., NYC AMERICAN WHISKEY-A 8LEND 80 PROOF “Seven-Up" and '7UP" are trademarks of the Seven-Up Company

vived the spirituality of Bach without
overpowering sentiment.
Mozart’s Sonata #5 in C for Flute and
Harsichord was the theme song for the
event. Ms. Cassano and Bloomer brought
Mozart to the audience in the way that
makes you love it. A small audience and
a close proximity to the music always
improves Mozart. The skill and grace
with which it was performed and the set
ting made it impossible to resist.
The added attraction of a bassoon and
an oboe gave another lift to the program.
The ubiquitous oboe is not only a mar
vel to watch but the tonality and charac
ter it adds to a “chamber” setting is re
freshing.
The preponderance of violins and vio
las has driven many potential music
lovers to shy away from the incessant
sawing of string ensembles in other
chamber music formats.
Classical music has long suffered from
the stuffy, starched-shirt image that
most people associate with “high art.”
The concert last Monday and other infor
mal meetings of small, sincere ensem
bles could do much to undo that image. A
comfortable setting, during daylight, with
the winds wafting off the lake seem the
“natural” way to appreciate music.
The next “Music-By-the-Lake” presen
tation will be March 22 at noon in the
Building Fourteen lobby.
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The London Savoyards

Photos by Chan Bliss
The British singing troupe The London Savoyards performed selections
from some of the most popular Gilbert and Sullivan plays Feb. 24. Stand
ing in the above photo are troupe members from left to right; Richard
Balcombe (piano), Gillian Knight (mezzo-soprano), Geoffrey Shovelton
(tenor), Patricia Cope (soprano) and Peter Pratt (bass-baritone).

ATTENTION SGA CANDIDATES
Running for President, Vice President, and Comptroller

If you want to be reviewed in the March 14 issue

of The Spinnaker YOU MUST:

1) Qualify prior to March 10, noon

2) You must be interviewed by
Sid Gray prior to March 10, noon
This policy will be strictly enforced with no exceptions

To qualify, contact Susan Stanley at the SGA Office X2525

To interview, contact Sid Gray at the Spinnaker X2727
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President McCray answers back
By SID GRAY
Spinnaker Staff Writer

University of North Florida Presi
dent Curtis L. McCray has sent out a
copy of his answers to the Jan. 24 open
discussion with students.
In his third question and answer ses
sion with students, McCray fielded
questions ranging from the television
studio to the shuttle bus. The responses
were the result of questions to which
McCray wanted to “get back with an
answer to the students.”
Q Why is printmaking offered at
Jacksonville University and not at
UNF?
A. It is because we do not have suffi
cient suitable space. There is no un
assigned general classrooms available
on campus to house this lab. When the
theater annex is completed, the two
portable buildings now being occupied

by the theatre arts program will be con
verted into additional space for the art
program.
Q. Can the television studio in Build
ing Two be completed by March 1?
A. Despite the poor judgment in
scheduling, we are engaged in a crash
project to insure that the lab will be
ready as early as possible in March.
Q. Concentrations of business classes
on Monday and Wednesday make it dif
ficult for a student who works nights.
Can another look be given to class
scheduling to help the problem?
Λ. The current concentration of
classes was tried as an experiment by
suggestion of a student group. We are
planning a limited version of the ap
proach next fall term.
Q. Will any shuttle buses operated by
UNF accommodate handicapped stu
dents?

A. Handicapped individuals may ride
any shuttle buses provided by the uni
versity. However, no specific services
for handicapped individuals are provid
ed on the JTA connecting service from
routes 51 and 51A, it is unlikely that situ
ations involving handicapped individu
als will arise. Severely handicapped in
dividuals will continue to use the DART
bus.

Q. Students have difficulty finding
parking spaces in Parking Lot 6 around
the 4:30 p.m.
A. There are parking spaces in lots
during all periods of campus opera
tions, even at peak periods. The most
desirable parking spaces are always
the first to fill up. Referring to a Spin
naker editorial, “better planning by
earlier arrival or other alternaives tai
lored to each individual’s needs.”

SGA vice president resigns but reconsiders
By SID GRAY
Spinnaker Staff Writer

University of North Florida Student
Government Association Vice President
Alex Hall handed in his resignation Feb.
21 and the next day rescinded his action.
Hall gave his resignation to SGA Presi
dent Jack Nunnery. Nunnery at the time
told him he had 24 hours to reconsider
that action. The next morning Hall with
drew his proposal.
Hall explained in the regular SGA sen
ate meeting Feb. 23 why he resigned.
“I was very sincere in my resignation
last Monday. I did this because of a com
bination of personal, social and academic
problems. On Tuesday I withdrew my
resignation. I am going to stay in office
until May 6, unless I get kicked out or
something else happens,” Hall said.
Hall had been elected to the SGA as
vice president last May. He faced an im
peachment vote last year after problems
concerning his senate duties. In January

he was arrested on a hit-and-run charge
on campus. This month he sponsored the
final proposal for a shuttle bus system.
In other SGA news:
The senate passed a bill giving the Stu
dent Skills Center $3,600 for the rest of
the term for operations. It appears the
center only had enough funds to pay sala
ries for one more pay period. The center
has been expanding for the past year
with the increased demand by UNF stu
dents. In the proposal, SGA alloted $2,000
from the general reserves account and
Nunnery donated $1,600 from his personal
travel allowance. Nunnery said he would
be able to do this because he did not ex
pect to travel much more this term.
Nunnery also announced during the
meeting that the lecture by Star Trek
creator Gene Roddenberry has been re
scheduled for April 12. Roddenberry can
celled his Dec. 9 lecture because he was
negotiating on a film.
The senate postponed indefinitely a

proposal to create an administrative as
sistant to the SGA president. Nunnery
said he only wanted someone who would
be able to help him do some of the ad
ministrativ functions that he is responsi
ble for. He said the position would only
require an Other Personnel Services
(OPS) worker for a few hours a week. In
the defunct bill, the administrative assis
tant would be paid minimum wage for 15
hours a week. In postponing the bill, the
senators cited that it would create more
bureaucracy in SGA with another staffer.
The senate also postponed a bill requir
ing any organization seeking funds from
SGA to have an itemized projection of
the estimated expenses that the group is
seeking. Proponents of the bill cited the
need for information to make a fair judg
ment on spending legislation. Opponents
said the wording of the bill is too confus
ing and that this an unnecessary request
because a senator can just ask the club
members to find relevant information.

Skills Center
has contest
for writing
By DOROTHY NEEDHAM
Spinnaker Special Writer

University of North Florida students
will have the opportunity to win money
as well as recognition this term in the an
nual writing contest sponsored by UNF’s
Academic Enrichment and Skills Center.
The contest, a popular event on cam
pus for 10 years, is open to all currently
registered UNF students and offers
prizes in three categories; first prizes of
$50 and second prizes of $25 will be
awarded to the winners in poetry, short
fiction and essay.
Several past entries have been pub
lished in the UNF literary magazine, Pen
Quest, and one of last year’s essay win
ners, Davey Volkhardt, had an article
published in the regional magazine Guide
to North Florida Living, said Betty
Meers, writing instructor for the Skills
Center.
Examples of previous entries and win
ners, including the 1982 first prize poetry
entry by Charles Riddle, are on display in
the lobby at the Skills Center. Students
are welcome to stop by and read them,
Mrs. Meers said.
Entries will be accepted from March 1
through April 1. Judges will be three vol
unteer UNF professors, from different
departments, who wish to remain anony
mous.
Awards are presented during the annu
al university-wide awards ceremony pri
or to June graduation.
“The awards are made during the cer
emony to give recognition to the winners,
and to share with the university commu
nity an activity we think very impor
tant,” said Mrs. Meers, a writer who has
had articles published in the Alabama
Personnel and Guidance Journal, English
Language Arts Bulletin and Writing Lab
Newsletter.

Classified Ads
SERVICES
I WILL DO TYPING for students - rea
sonable rates. Please call Linda Hansen
in Curriculum & Instruction, Ext. 2610 or
2611, between 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday.

TUTORING FRENCH reading and writ
ing and composition. Mandarin-San Jose
area. Call 731-3369.

LEARN TO ride a motorcycle safely
here on campus. Call 646-2722 or
1-800-342-1431 anytime. We provide cycles
and helmets.
TYPNG. Neat, accurate, prompt and
professional. $1.50 per page. 737-1973.

GENERAL TYPING - Term paper,
theses, resumes, business letters. IBM
elite typewriter w/carbon ribbon attach
ment. Rates: $1.25/ds page, $1.85/ss page.
EXPERT TYPING. Careful attention to
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Near
I-95 and University Blvd. Call 737-5784.

WANTED

ATTRACTIVE LADIES WANTED for
portrait, figure and semi-nude photogra
phy. All work will be done in photography
dept, studio, Room 2301.

1972 CAPRI for sale, needs repairs, $900
or selling all parts individually. X-2722.
Barbara.

USED PHOTOGRAPHIC equipment
Pentax (K-mount lenses) tripods, flash
units, filters.

BATES MOTORCYCLE Faring, $2,000.
Automotive rear bumper mount bicycle
carrier, $10. 641-4657.

HUBBARD HOUSE needs clothing dona
tions for children from infancy-young
adult. Drop off clothes at Building Eight,
Rooms 2333 and 2547 and Building Elev
en, Room 2361 for the children of bat
tered women struggling to make a new
life.

HONDA KICK AND GO scooter, brand
new, never used $50 or best offer.

PERSONAL
TONY: Congratulations on “maxing”
your scuba exam. Love, Margie.

FOR SALE
1977 BUICK Skylark, 4-door, light blue,
34,000 miles, excellent cond, extras. Call
Derek at 285-5764.

VOIX FM-AM multiplex stereo receiver,
cassette, 8-track, two speakers, electron
ic calendar clock, $375. Call 724-1888.

FOR SALE: 1976 Corvette, like new,
loaded, standard transmission, $500 under
book price. 771-3287 after 5 p.m.
MARANTZ 2252 Receiver, Sharp RT3388
Cass, deck, Dual 50Z T.T. Fisher 12”
speakers, $775, 641-8298.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. CAll
249-0848, Monday-Friday after 6 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday from 11 a.m. until 6 p.m.

APARTMENT ODDS and ends; solid oak
drop-leaf table, 2 chairs, $25; metal kitch
en table, 3 chairs and extension, $15;
vacuum, $6; Samsonite cardtable, $5;
call Sally, days at X-2575.

NEED DEPENDABLE people to work
at T.P.C. week of March 20. Full time or
part time. Must be bondable. Call 731-3690
after 6 p.m.

HOT POINT 14-ft. refrigerator, frostfree, white, almost new, $218. Call Mary
Ann, days at X-2780.

VIOLINS & BOWS any condition. Parts
and pieces also accepted. $$$ paid. Call
721-1194.

BIC WINDSURFER never used. $600 or
best offer.

B.C.: You’ve talked a lot but what have
you said? I still haven’t heard I'm sorry’
come out of your mouth. I have nothing
to lose and nothing to gain. The ball’s in
your court now. L.M.
SKYWISE: Thank you for the rose and
lunch on Valentine’s Day. You’re my
dear heart everyday. I love you. FOXFUR.

KARLA: I hope it’s not too late to say
Γm sorry. I may be stubborn but I even
tually get around to realizing my mis
takes. Can you forgive me? Let me know
in the Boathouse tonight over chablis. Pe
ter.

Sports
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UNF signs runners
By WILLIAM ACUFF
Spinnaker Sports Editor

The University of North Florida has
recieved committments from three Flor
ida Junior College cross country runners
for the 1983-84 season and has offered
eight more scholarships to form the core
of university’s initial intercollegiate com
petition.
FJC sophomores John Sharpe, Mark
German and Lamar Knight have signed
financial tenders to attend UNF in the
fall semester and participate as part of a
cross country team. Furthermore, UNF
Athletic Director Bruce Grimes said that
the university has tendered four tennis
scholarships, to augment UNF’s lone
student-athlete — Marilyn Krichko —
and another track scholarship to area
athletes.

Ms. Krichko has been attending UNF
for the past year and has been redshirted in order to preserve her athletic
elegibility. She is a product of the FJC
tennis program, coached by Charlie
Jenks, in which the majority of the ten
nis players contacted by Grimes are
playing.

UNF is planning to initiate a program
that will compete in the National Associ
ation of Intercollegiate Athletics sports
of tennis, track (cross country) and golf
beginning in the fall of this year.
“I think it is important to say that
these young people are very capable, ac
ademically and athletically. We don’t
want to exploit any of our athletes or put
them in a position of having to choose be
tween their books and their sport,” said
Grimes. “It impresses me to know that
the students that we have approached
with tenders have GPAs averaging more
than 3.0.”

Sharpe, German and Knight represent
the majority of FJC’s graduating cross
country runners, a team that has consis
tently earned the respect of larger uni
versity’s with its perseverance and per
formance.
According to FJC’s nationally recog
nized track coach Larry Monts, his
squad has already been tested in compe
tition with upper division universities.
His graduating team members agree
with their mentor.

“We have not been competing primar
ily at the junior college level and the ex
perience of racing against four-year
schools with more extensive track pro
grams has been rewarding,” said Knight,
an U.S Air Force veteran and runner
who prefers the middle distance races of
5000-10,000 meters.
Mark German, a 1981 graduate of Ed
White, feels strongest when he is running
at longer distances.

“The competition and coaching that
we’ve had while at FJC has been tre
mendous and Γm curious as to who
UNF’s track coach might be. We’ll have
to wait and see,” said German.

According to Grimes, UNF has yet to
hire any coaches for its fledgling athletic
program. He said that he would not be
surprised if any of the athletes that grad
uate from FJC continue their relation
ships with their junior college coaches.
“It’s only natural for any athlete to keep
in touch with his previous coaches,” said
Grimes. “I don’t see believe there will be
any conflicting influences just because of
close proximity. It might be more attrac
tive to some athletes to be able to run
across town to talk instead of writing let
ters or phoning when they want to talk to
their old coaches.”

Off The Cuff
By WILLIAM ACUFF
■ It was learned that Michael Spinks,
Olympic gold medalist and current WBA
World light-weight champion, requested
to use this college’s facilities to train for
a title unification bout with WBA champi
on Dwight Braxton. Accords between
Spinks’ training camp and college officials could not be reached and the champion is currently training on the campus
of the Florida School for the Deaf and
Blind in St. Augustine.
■ Another sports strike is developing,
this time in the National Basketball Asso
ciation. If the players union and owners
can’t reach an agreement on a revenue
sharing plan and salary limitations, the
balls will stop bouncing in early April. At
least half of the 23 NBA franchises are
experiencing fiscal tenderness, while the
average salary for players is in the
neighborhood of $250,000.

In the winners circle . . .

Michael Spinks, WBC world light-heavyweight champion, recently vis
ited UNF during a lecture by Shirley Chisholm (right). He intended to
train for an upcoming bout at UNF but the college declined his bid. Look
for the related story in the next issue of ‘The Spinnaker.’

■ Football is the only sport in which col
legiate underclassmen are ineligible to
be drafted or signed into the professional
ranks. Intercollegiate football has been
used by the pro leagues as farm system
and it has gotten to the point where suc
cessful football programs — those that
turn a profit — have become completely
autonomous from their parent universi
ties. Kudos to any collegiate athlete — in
any sport — who can convert his or her
athletic ability to immediate financial se
curity. Can colleges and university’s
guarantee their scholar-graduates any
better?
■ When the athletic directors of the Uni
versity of North Florida, Jacksonville
University and Florida Junior College
got together last week, it was all smiles
and convivial conversation. I think the
relationships between the schools will
change a bit when UNF initiates a
stronger athletic program and begins to
compete for area athletes. UNF Athletic

FJC wins basketball tournament
By WILLIAM ACUFF
Spinnaker Sports Editor

The chances were slim when the regu
lar season ended, but the Florida Junior
College’s basketball Stars have earned a
berth in the state junior college cham
pionship tournament in Deland this
week.

The Stars, who finished the regular
season with a 16-14 record, advanced to
the tournament by winning three suc
cessive games in the Mid-Florida Confer
ence playoff tournament hosted by Semi
nole Community College last week. Lake
City Community College, the regular
season Mid-Florida Conference champi
on, did not have to play in the conference
playoffs and were automatically ad
vanced to the state tourney by virtue of
their regular season record.
In their 91-75 first round victory over
St. Johns River Community College, FJC
sophomore forward Lorien Horne, a 6foot-3 Jacksonville Raines graduate, led
all scorers with 26 points. Sam Walker, a
6-4 sophomore who played on the same
high school team as Horne, and Kelvin
Jackson, a 6-5 freshman guard from Clay
High, each provided 15 points in the win
ning effort.

The Stars’ parlayed outstanding de
fense and an exciting inside game from

freshman forward John Howard to over
come an aggressive Daytona Beach
Community College squad, 108-101, in the
second game of the playoffs. Walker rose
to the occasion and poured in a game
high 27 points followed by Horne’s 24
point contribution, but Howard, a 6-4 For
rest product, was untouchable in his play
under the boards, collecting nine re
bounds — eight off the offensive boards
— and finishing the game with nine
points.
The inability to score consistently
from the inside has been a problem that
the Stars, coached by Buster Harvey,
have had to face this season.
Mid-Florida Conference
Regular Season Statistics
Conf
All
W L
Pct
Lake City
12
1
.923
Seminole
8
5
.615
Central Fla.
8
5
.615
FJC
8
5
.615
Daytona Bch
7
6
.538
Valencia
6
7
.462
Santa Fe
3 10
.231
St. Johns
0 13
.000

Games
W L
26
3
18
11
14 12
15 14
20
8
10 19
10 19
2 23

Pct
.896
.621
.538
.517
.714
.345
.345
.080

Florida Junior College Statistics
Regular Season Statistics
G
FG
Jefferson.............. 28
267
Kitchens
19
10
Devenney
......... 12
16
Walker .................28
182
Horn
25
160
Henry ...................29
119
Jackson
27
72
Esguerra .............28
63
Sanders
29
119
Carter.................... 19
30
Howard................ 26
99
Means
11
7
Team
29 1144

FGA
FT
550
56
27
10
30
6
397
79
258
77
234
31
136
36
122
21
191
64
56
0
191
50
13
2
2208 432

FTA
Avg
79 2 1.6
20 1 .6
12 3.4
107 1 5.9
126 1 5.9
47 9.3
51 6.7
39 5.3
102 1 0.4
0 3.6
93 9.5
4 1.4
6809 4 . 9

bill mcQuaid/special

“We don’t have the height to control
the inside boards, so we have had to de
pend more on our outside shooting,” said
Harvey, “or, like John did, muscle into
positition and be set in the right places to
grab rebounds.”
In the final game of the conference
tournament against host team Seminole
Community College, FJC jumped to a
second period lead on fast breaks gener
ated by their elusive inside game and
never looked back. When the final gun
sounded, FJC had recorded a 96-77 win,
improved their overall record to 18-4 and
earned the berth in Deland.
Against Seminole Community College,
Horne led the Stars in scoring and fin
ished with a game-high 25 points, fol
lowed by a 23 point output by sophomore
guard Ron Jefferson. Defensively, the
Stars found Robert Henry, a 6-3½ fresh
man forward from Raines, scraping off a
game-high 15 rebounds.
The ferocity of FJC’s inside play in the
playoffs warranted a compliment from
Seminole coach Bill Payne.

“We’ll have to bring in a bear next
year to play with their (FJC’s) inside
men,” he said.
The FJC Stars will open play in the
state tournament against Florida College
this Thursday.

Director Bruce Grimes assured me that
competition of that nature is a few years
away. We’ll see.
■ Ronny Allen, UNF Intramural Direc
tor, reminds the top fifteen UNF duffers,
who competed in last year’s tournament
that they are entitled to have their
greens fee for this years competition
paid for by the Intramural department.
The second annual UNF Golf Tourna
ment will tee off at the Jacksonville
Beach Golf Club on March 18. Fees for
other golfers wishing to enter are $6.50
and there will be a cook-out following the
competition. For more information, con
tact Allen in Building One, Room 2555.
■ Look to a slight increase in tuition or
a cutback in SGA-sponsored benefits
next year. SGA Presiαent Jack Nunnery
has pledged a contribution “sufficient to
the development of an athletic program”
at UNF. Maybe the SGA has already
been putting a little something away, but
I doubt it.
SCHEDULE OF UPCOMING EVENTS
Mar. 4-5 — FJC Womens Softball: Univ, of Florida
Tourney
Mar. 5 — FJC Mens and Womens Track at Edward
Waters College

Mar. 5 — Shamrock Run 5,000: 10 a.m., Landon Ju
nior High. Entry fee: $6. T-shirts to all entrants,
awards to top male and female, top three in age
groups. For further information, call Wallis Wade
at 733-3044.
Mar. 7-8 — FJC Mens Golf: Harder Hall Tourney
Mar. 11 — Gymnastics: 1983 International Mixed
Pairs Championship in the Veterans Memorial
Coliseum. For ticket information, call 633-2900.

Mar. 11-12 -- FJC Womens Softball Tournament at
Ray Green Park
Mar. 12 — Collegiate Racqetball Tournament at the
Mandarin Racquet Club

Mar. 12 — River Run 15,000 : 9 a.m., Starting Point:
Daniel Building. For further information, call
731-3676.
Mar. 13 — Motor Sports: American Motorcycle As
sociation Daytona 200, Daytona International
Speedway; NHRΛ Gatornationals, Gainesville.
Mar. 15 — FJC Womens Softball at J.U.

Mar. 18 — The Second Annual UNF Golf Tourna
ment at the Jacksonville Beaches Golf Club.
Green fees are $6.50. For more information, con
tact Ronnie Allen in Bldg. 1, Rm. 2555.

■ The UNF Sailing Club meets every Sunday at
noon at the Marine Inlet off Hwy. 17 in Orange
Park.
If your club, fraternity or organization spon
sors any sports or recreational events, submit the
schedulinginformation to The Spinnaker Sports
Desk or give us a call at 646-2727
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Traffic citations usual fare for campus cops
By TERRY ENNS
Spinnaker Staff Writer

“309 to HQ.”
“HQ.”
“I’ve got Yankee Sierra Tango 311.”
“Roger.”
With that minor detail taken care of,
University of North Florida Patrolman
Sonny Haynes turned on his flashing blue
lights, whistled a couple of quick notes
and pulled the car in front of us to the
side of the road.
Before stopping any car, UNF police
always call in the license tag number of
the vehicle to the dispatcher in order to
find out if the vehicle is Usted as missing
or stolen. The words they use are part of
a phonetic alphabet used not only by the
police, but also by those in the armed ser
vices.
As the small foreign car in front of us
came to a stop, Haynes pulled his car be
hind him and to the right, at an angle, so
that his car would act as a shield. He la
ter explained that he learned the tech
nique while working for the Jacksonville
Sheriff’s Office.
Before Haynes could approach the car,
the muscular young man met him half
way to find out what he had done wrong.
Haynes explained to the student that he
had exited through the one-way entrance
between Parking Lots 1 and 2.
“Oh! I thought that was the exit,” the
student said. “This is my first term out
here, and I'm still getting to know the
campus. I didn’t know.”
Haynes then explained that he was giv
ing the driver a warning, and that he
should be more careful.
“I’m sorry,” the student said softly as
Haynes wrote out the ticket.
Warning tickets, Haynes explained to
the student, may be torn up or thrown
away after they are given, unless they
are given for faulty equipment, in which
case they must be returned to the police
with proof that the equipment was fixed.
“I think I’ll keep it on my visor — as a
reminder,” the student said as he left.
UNF policemen give out more warn
ings than citations, said Chief of Police
Martin Garris. He explained that the $2
parking tickets, which are given for
backing into a parking spot or parking
over a white line, go towards a scholar
ship fund for needy students and to the
upkeep of the parking lots.
During 1982, UNF police gave out 302
faulty equipment warnings, 355 warning
citations for things like speeding and fail
ing to stop at stop signs and 486 verbal
warnings.
UNF police also gave out 2021 parking
citations and 1900 courtesy [warning] ci
tations for illegal parking. In addition,
they gave out 233 state moving violations,
said UNF police Sgt. John Anderson.
Revenue which is created from the $25
state citations does not go to the UNF po
lice force either. Rather, the money is
sent to the city of Jacksonville.
“We’re not here to create revenue for
the city of Jacksonville,” Garris said, “so
we minimize enforcement by giving
warnings to students to save them mon
ey-

By TERRY ENNS
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Students are apparently having a
hard time paying their school bills since
there have been several worthless
checks which have bounced, according
to University of North Florida police
Sgt. John Anderson.
The first one was reported to the po
lice on Feb. 14 by the Bookstore and
was in the amount of $41.78. An affidavit
was filed against the man.
When a students fail to pay their bills,
they are contacted by the university
collection service. If they then fail to
pay their bills, the campus police are
contacted. The students are then con
tacted by certified mail and if they still
fail to respond within a given time peri
od, the cases are turned over to the
state and criminal charges are filed.
All of the cases reported here have
not been turned over to the state yet,
and are therefore treated as misde
meanors, Anderson said. Once they go
to the state., they will be reclassified,
according to the amount owed by the
bad check.

Officer Sonny Haynes regularly patrols the campus for crime but finds that most violations occur on the road.
“My philosophy is one of human rela
tions. Officers here get gas, fix flats, start
cars and unlock doors for students. We
are in the role of servants. We are here
to serve people.
“We’re not out here to harass people,”
Haynes added. “We just protect them
from themselves.”
There are 16 sworn officers on UNF’s
police force, Haynes said. They are all
certified by the state and have the full
authority of any other law enforcement
officer.

While most people on campus recog
nize that authority, Haynes said that
some students who have just transferred
to UNF from Florida Junior College are
not aware of that because FJC only has
security officers, who do not have the au
thority of police officers.
Haynes has been a UNF policeman for
three years, and will be taking the test to
become a sergeant in May. He also
worked for the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Of
fice for 20 years before retiring, in addi
tion to a two-year stint in the Air Force.
Before becoming a police officer, he also
owned and ran a kerosene business for
five years.
“There’s a lot of shift work, and [being
a policeman] can be dangerous, but
you’re helping people, even if they don’t
think so,” Haynes said.
In addition to helping students with
their cars — Haynes jump-started three
sluggish automobiles the night I rode
with him — he said they lock and unlock
doors, 120 to 130 on Fridays. While the
custodial crew usually takes care of that,
they do not work on Friday night, so it
becomes the police’s responsibility to
lock almost the entire campus.
A UNF police officer spends much of
his time walking. The philosophy is that
if the police officers are seen, they will
act as a deterrent to crime.
“If Γm doing 60 mph [in a 55 mph

For instance, if less than $50 is owed,
the charge is a first degree misdemean
or. However, if more than $50 is in
volved, it is a third-degree felony.
Also on Feb. 14, an affidavit was filed
against a student for passing a worth
less check to the finance department,

Police

for the sum of $155. The check was
“paid” for tuition.
An affidavit was filed against another
student for a worthless check given to
the Bookstore for $23.51, also on Feb. 14.
Another student had an affidavit filed
aginst him on Feb. 14, when he failed to
pay $84 of his tuition. He had only paid
for part of his tuition with his check.
All of these cases are currently under
investigation by the university police.

zone], and I see a policeman, I automat
ically slow down, even though he won’t
bother you for that — and I’ve been a po
lice officer for 23 years,” Garris said.
Officers are also walking more due to
a lack of funds. While the police depart
ment has a budget of $384,000 for salaries,
its expenditure budget, for things such as
gas, upkeep on the vehicles and money
for business trips, is $20,000, Garris said.
Because of this, until recently the po
licemen were only able to drive a total of
ten miles per shift; each shift has two po
licemen patrolling the UNF grounds.
That meant that when the officer got on
duty, he could drive around the parking
lots once, and then down to the informa
tion booth and back to Parking Lot 2, said
Haynes.
That in itself would put just over three
miles on the car. After that, the officer
walked most of the rest of his shift,
Haynes said.
The department was able to secure
more funds recently, Garris said, so that
officers are now able to drive 25 miles
per shift, and according to Haynes, you
have to do a lot of driving around the
campus to put on that many miles.
The evening I rode with Haynes, he al
so stopped a for “rolling” through the
stop sign coming out of Parking Lots 1
and 2. Instead of giving her a state cita
tion, he gave her a warning ticket for go
ing through the sign at the speed of 10
mph. She said she was new on campus
and had not seen the sign.
When checking the intersection later,
Haynes questioned that, since the word
“STOP” is printed on the pavement, and
the sign is clearly lit on the right hand
side of the road. He said that if she had
checked both directions before proceed
ing through the intersection, she would
have had to see the sign.
Although each shift lasts for eight
hours and much of the time is spent
alone, ∏aynes said that it is rare that he
gets bored, although he admitted that the

On Feb. 15, a 32-year-old student was
arrested by campus police when a war
rant had been issued for his arrest. He
had passed worthless checks on cam
pus and had failed to respond when con
tacted by UNF police. He was subse
quently booked into the county jail, and
his bond was set at $252.
On Feb. 8, it was reported by a uni
versity policeman that the Boathouse
door had been found open, and that the
Space Odyssey video game had been
broken into.
When Anderson checked into it the
following morning, he found that the
machine had not been broken into, but
rather it had not been fixed from the
previous time it had been broken into,
on Jan. 14.
It is the reponsibility of Wometco, the
company that leases the machines to
UNF, to fix them, he said.
In the past month, the Boathouse
door has been found open by the police
several times, according to Anderson.
He said Servomation, the corporation
which provides the catering service, is
supposed to lock the door.

11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift is “hard on married
life,” and that the profession “is not con
ducive to home life.” Much of his time is
spent getting his daily log updated.
“This is wonderful. You don’t have a
lot of police activity. You get more mel
lower [sic] when you get older, I guess.”
Other things which Haynes does is
check for expired license tags as he
drives around the parking lot. Approxi
mately seven or eight are spotted every
month, Haynes said; the last one he
wrote up expired in 1980.
“You just watch for the colors, and the
expired tags stand out like a sore
thumb,” Haynes said.
Officers rotate shifts monthly. In addi
tion to the midnight shift, there is also a
shift from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. and one from
3 p.m. to 11 p.m. Officers also work two
weekends every three months.
Due to a broken foot, which he got by
kicking an object in the road while riding
his motorcycle, Haynes was stuck on the
midnight shift for three out of the past
four months. He very recently got off of
it.
The only times Haynes has shot his
gun have been when he is shooting an an
imal. Any time a UNF police officer fires
his gun, he must file a report. According
to Garris, there has never been a time
when an officer has shot at anything ex
cept an animal, either to put it out of its
misery if it is injured, or if it is endanger
ing human lives.
The only time a UNF police officer
would fire his gun at a fellow human be
ing would be in the defense of his own
life, or that of another human being, said
Garris.
“I would rather let 10 guilty people get
away rather than having one innocent
person get shot,” he said.
That’s because many people have the
instinct to run when they see the police,
even if they are innocent, said Garris,
and that is the reason for his policy.
Instructional Communications re
ported on Feb. 11 that an 18-inch-by-15inch aerial photograph of the campus
had been stolen out of Building Two,
Room 1026. The photograph was valued
at $60.
Also on Feb. 11, a battery was report
ed stolen out of a Servomation van be
hind the cafeteria, Building Fourteen, in
Parking Lot 12. The Delco battery was
valued at $10.
A window was broken out of one of
the grounds crew’s vehicles and report
ed on Feb. 17. Damage was estimated
at $150 and charges of criminal mis
chief were filed. Police are uncertain
who may have done the damage.
“There is no information — as usual.
No one knows anything,” Anderson
said.
A man who was working with the
contractual service working on Build
ing Fourteen was arrested on Feb. 22
for driving with a suspended license. He
had no affiliation with the university
and had been stopped on a routine traf
fic violation.
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Faculty
Jottings

By EMILY CAMPBELL
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Dr. William Wilson, associate profes
sor of mathematical sciences, partici
pated in Stereo 90’s “Metro Program”
as a guest speaker on the need for more
mathematicians in the 1980s . . . . Dr.
Cherrill Heaton, professor of business
communications and English, enjoys
playing Pac-Man or Robotron. His high
score at Pac-Man is 2,121,960 and took
2½ to 3 hours to play. Cost: 25 cents
Dr. James Μ. Thomas, assistant
professor of theater arts, has been cho
sen as co-sponsor of the Florida Thea
ter Conference to be held Nov. 9
through 13, 1983 in Jacksonville. He has
written an academic publication article
on “Othello” published by the Library
Chronicle. Thomas said casting for
Shakespeare’s “Measure For Measure”
has been completed and rehearsals
have begun . . . . A University of North
Florida graduate and his sister, a UNE
undergraduate, will be assisting Dr. Jay
S. Huebner, professor of natural sci
ences, in research for a paper to be pre
sented in San Diego, Calif, in February.
His assistants are R.T. “Rudy” Arrieta,
who is now studying endocrinology at
the University of California in San
Francisco, and his sister, Iris, who is
working on her bachelor’s degree at
UNF. The two are conducting addition
al research on a paper, “Photo-Electric
Effects in Membranes as Detected with
Electrometers and Voltage clamps,” to
be presented at the 27th annual meeting
of the Biophysical Society. The paper
explores the physics of membranes so
as to understand the laws of nature that
control membrane phenomena. Hueb
ner is working with photo-electric ef
fects from a pigment that is used in
photochemotherapy to kill cancer cells
and he hopes to have a paper published
on this in the next few months ... Dr.
Gerson Yessin, professor of music, an
nounced that UNF has a new joint pro
gram with Florida Junior College to
teach piano music majors. He teaches
the advanced level arid presently has
three former FJC students . . . Dr.
John Maraldo, professor of philosophy,
reports that Zen meditation classes are
going well
Dr. William Caldwell,
professor of mathematical sciences,
loves to tinker with small sport cars
and has rebuilt several . . Dr. Rob
ert Loftin, professor of philosophy, read
his amusing and interesting paper on
the Williams College Expedition of 1857
to Florida in which valuable exhibits of
coral and marine life were brought
back to Massachusetts. The occasion
for the reading was the February meet
ing of Phi Alpha Theta, UNF’s history
fraternity .
Dr. Emilio Toro, visit
ing professor in mathematics, loves
classical music so much that he not on
ly checks out books and records from
the library, but sits in on venture
courses in music at the university. Dr.
Toro is a native of Bogota, Columbia
. . . . Shirley Wilde, not faculty but a
community/university representative,
announced that her office is in the pro
cess of establishing an alumni chapter
of Phi Theta Kappa, national honor fra
ternity of the community and junior
colleges. Any funds raised will go into
scholarships at UNF or the national
scholarship fund. Twenty-four charter
members have already signed up. All
Phi Theta Kappas are encouraged to
join by calling Ms. Wilde at 2638 ....
Judge and Mrs. Hammond Woods, par
ents of sociology professor Dr. Stephen
Woods, spoke to members of his soci
ology of aging class recently. Judge
Woods advised the class “never retire
as long as you feel you can help peo
ple.” Both of Wood’s parents were
warmly received.

One afternoon around Christmas, I re
ceived a message on the reservation
computer at the motel where I work. Ap
parently some bored reservation clerk
(named Curt) was looking for a pen pal
to while away the lonely hours with.
Yours truly, Uncle Nick, ever on the
watch for problems to solve or dummies
to berate, replied. Proving once again
that I must be the real dummy.
Following is the conversation that en
sued:
Curt: Who do you think will win the
football game between the Lions and the
Buccaneers?
Uncle Nick: Do I look like Jimmy the
Greek? Why don’t you ask someone in
Tampa? Or are you taking a nationwide
survey?
Curt: No I don’t think you are Jimmy
the Greek, because I don’t know what
you look like (he has a good point there).
I was interested in finding what your
state thinks. [This is obviously faulty
since states don’t think, people think.] I
also was trying to find a girl to talk to [fi
nally, the crux.]
Uncle Nick: I can appreciate your sen
timent in looking for girls but football is
not a good opener for that purpose. Try
asking if anyone has seen Best Friends
or Six Weeks or some other recent pic
ture that a girl might be interested in.
Curt: That sounds like a really good
idea. What would I say after the opening
lines? [Some people need to be led by the
hand.]
Uncle Nick: Express an interest in
seeing the movie. Ask how she liked the
movie. What was good about it. Why?
Ask questions that will give clues to char
acter and just generally show a sincere
interest in how they feel.
Curt: That sounds really good. I will
try your idea to see if it works for me.
Now will you give me an inn where I can
find a girl to talk to?
Uncle Nick: Giving advice is one thing,
giving you my girlfriends is another. Use
your motel directory.
Curt: Say I did use the directory, what
if they do reply but only give their ini
tials? How am I to know if it is a boy or
a girl?

Uncle
Nick
Uncle Nick: Having determined that I
am not Jimmy the Greek, it is safe to as
sume that I am not Kreskin either. If
they want you to know they’ll tell you. I
can assure you that I am not a female.
Ergo. If you wish to communicate with
ladies, you must first cease communicat
ing with me. Comprende?
Curt: Comprende.
Dear Uncle Nick,
Nobody ever takes your column seri
ously because you’re never serious . . .
and I believe you write that horrendous
information in your column beause you
can’t get anybody to give you a real prob
lem to work on. I even believe your
mother was a . . . well I won’t talk about
your mother in print. . . even though this
is a whimp of a newspaper. In any case
let’s see if you can apply your great wis
dom (or lack there of) to a real problem.
I am a dying breed on campus. Not on
ly am I intelligent and sociable, but I am
young (under thirty) and single (ugh!).
At other universities it was never a prob
lem for young, single adults to fester up
a social life; however, on this campus
possibilities are nil to none when it
comes to meeting my social peers. Oh,
I’ve meet a few quality individuals, but in
most cases they are long time residents
of Jacksonville and once they leave the
UNF campus they return to their safe so
cial havens of yesteryears.
So what am I to do? And please, don’t
tell me to go to the Boathouse and drink
myself into a stupor with grandiose vi
sions of meeting the perfect acquain
tance. I live in reality, unlike the
thoughts that go into your column! And
don’t give me the demographic details of
the UNF student body; I already know
how and why I am in this situation.
Truly yours,
D.S.Perate

P.S. I would have used my real name but
I realize that, besides myself, only per
verts read your column.
Undear Dog Stuff,
Let me see if I’ve got this straight. You
think my column is horrendous, my
newspaper is wimpish, my readers are
perverts and my mother was a dot dot
dot, and still you’re going to give me a
chance to help you? You’ve got to be kid
ding. It’s no wonder you don’t have a so
cial life. Who would want to associate
with such a flatulent ego? Since when did
sociable people need help finding out how
or where to be sociable anyway? If
you’re such a dazzling socialite, you tell
me. And try taking a fair assessment of
yourself, the one you have sounds like a
replay of Dear Old Mom comforting her
bawling brat when he was the last one
picked for basketball.
I sure hope this piece of advice re
deems me in your “intelligent,” “socia
ble” and uniquely unperverted eyes.
Somebody out there give me a break
and write a letter that makes sense.

Uncle Nick,
A note to tell you how continually im
pressed I am with your versatility and
sardonic approach to the truth. That is to
say reality as we, the collegiate, are like
ly to experience it. You handle the prob
lems presented you with a freewheeling
disregard for personal feelings that
reaches below the oh-so-pre-packaged
surface.
Thanx,
David
David,
Your letter shows you are an intelligent
and insightful person. But Γm sure you
already know this. Indeed it is probably
your knowledge of these attributes that
causes you to be such a pompous ass.
Considering that you are so egocentric it
makes your letter all the more flattering.
As long as I have your attention I
would like to point out that reality is real
ity, and “as we experience it” is percep
tion. There is a very important differ
ence.

Argentine professor visits UNF
By EMILY CAMPBELL
Spinnaker Stafr Writer

A former University of North Florida
student and resident of Argentina is back
at the college this term, but for a differ
ent reason.

Olga Liberti de Barrio

HEY PEPPER, LETS PARTY
IT'S 2 for 1 AT THE
VIDEO ARC ADE TODAY /

Olga Liberti de Barrio, professor at the
Institute Juan XXIII, Bahia Blanca
(Jacksonville’s sister city) in Argentina
is at UNF this spring to assist in re
search.
She is currently working with Dr. Gary
L. Harmon, professor of literature and
English at UNF. doing research on some
articles and a book he is writing.
Exactly two years ago, she came as a
Fulbright student and took two courses
from Harmon and one from Dr. Peter
Salus, a UNF language professor.
“She is brilliant and a born teacher,”
said Harmon.
Harmon has written a book on short
fiction — Fiction and Its Readers, is re
writing an introduction to Jorge Luis
Borge’s article on “Structuralism and the
Analysis of Popular Literature,” and he
is working on a book titled Popular Liter
ature Studies which he says will “intro
duce a new concept of a new field for
American colleges and universities.”
Ms. de Barrio teaches literature and
English and is an expert on North Ameri
can literature and culture. She conducts
all her classes in English.
“Argentina’s cultural and intellectual

no ozzie,we have

STUDY
A MIDTERM COMING OVER
up. I've GOT TO STUDY PARTY?

links are mainly with France, then Italy
and Spain, but the younger generation
has the most interest in the literature
and culture of the United States,” she
said.
“People here [in the United States] are
mainly middle-class, and Argentina is the
only country in South America that is al
so mainly middle-class,” she explained.
When asked who Argentinians’ favorite
American authors are, she said Mark
Twain without hesitating.
“They [her students] sympathize with
the problems of Huck Finn,” she said.
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzger
ald and Ernest Hemingway’s works, are
also preferred by her classes, she said.
But she favors William Faulkner.

Ms. de Barrio said her experience at
UNF will be good for her students be
cause she expects to gain additional valu
able information about American au
thors and writings that she can pass on to
her classes.
Ms. De Barrio will return to Argentina
about mid-May. She has a husband and
three children — 12, 8 and 4 — waiting for
her not to mention her many students.

MAN, THAT DUDE NEEDS
TO GET HIS PRIORITIES
straightened OUT !
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Building names leave a lot to be desired
Try to find Buildings Fifteen through
Twenty-three.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Twenty-four
Λt least once a week some poor lost
soul stops me between, for example, and a Twenty-five.
As a matter of fact, according to the
Buildings Ten and Two to inquire as to
UNF catalog, buildings are numbered up
the whereabouts of Building Eight.
Logically, to the uninitiated UNF visi to and including 825. Does that mean that
tor, Eight should come somewhere in be someday all those missing facilities will
tween Two and Ten. More precisely, it be completed?
Picture this scene outside the Thomas
should be located exactly between Seven
and Nine, if my elementary math serves G. Carpenter Library (Building Twelve).
me correctly.
“Hey Jane, what’s your hurry?”
However, as we established students
“I’ve only got fifteen minutes to get to
know, this is not the case. Building Eight my next class in Building 813.
is curiously nestled between Buildings
“Where’s that?”
Nine, Two and Three and adjacent to
Parking Lot 1.
Now I ask you, is this any way to run
a university?
How can the average student be ex
pected to remember Shakespearian plot
structures, cost-price-volume relation
ships or Freudian theories when they
can’t even find their classrooms?!
A famished “unoriented” collegian
could starve looking for the cafeteria.
“Building Fourteen? Oh, that must
come after Building Thirteen.”
Fine, except there is no Thirteen, and
if there were, it would probably be in the
center of Parking Lot 2.
In addition to that elusive, unlucky, un
numbered un-building, several other
structures are likewise invisible.

By SHEILA PHILLIPS

Spinnaker Columnist

“In Orange Park.”
“Ever-expanding university” could
take on a whole new meaning.
But the real problem is that some
shortsighted planners, when there were
probably only four main structures on
campus, decided to be innovative and
number instead of name the buildings.
They should have been paying closer
attention to the Ivy League schools. Yale,
Harvard and Princeton probably only ex
ist today because their buildings are
named instead of numbered.
So why can’t UNF do the same? It’s
not too late to rectify past mistakes.

collegiate crossword

Business fraternity plans garage sale
Delta Sigma Pi, UNF business fraterni
ty, is planning a fund-raising garage
sale March 12 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
1069 Grove Park Lane, Orange Park,
264-4659. To make donations and for fur
ther information, come by the campus
club office in Building Ten, Room 2117.

Meals
in
Minutes
By REBECCA BAXTER-FILION
This recipe was sent in by Georgina
Smiley, along with a nice letter. Here is
her letter and recipe for a very tasty
“Chicken Italiano:”
Dear Ms. Baxter-Filion:
I thoroughly enjoy your recipe column
each issue. My family (a husband, six
kids and three dogs) just raves about the
meals that I prepare from your recipes.
I would like to contribute my favorite
recipe. It is my favorite to fix and it’s de
licious.
Georgina Smiley
Chicken Italiano
2 fryers, cut up
3 15-oz. cans tomato sauce
1 package spaghetti sauce mix
Brown the chicken; drain grease off of
the chicken and place the chicken in a
large skillet or an electric skillet. Mix to
mato sauce and spaghetti sauce mix to
gether and pour mixture over chicken;
coat well. Cover and simmer about 20-30
minutes.
This meal goes great with everything,
according to Georgina.

I would like to remind all of you dear
readers who I am sure are hungrily par
taking of my weekly food fare that it’s
not nice to be greedy! Let me know what
you think of the recipes and by all means,
submit your own tasty concoctions for
everyone’s enjoyment.
You can send those ideas or comments
to The Spinnaker, Building Three, Room
2401.

ACROSS

1
7
13
14
16
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
31
33

35
36
40
44
45
47

I'm sure students and faculty can
come up with some wonderful ideas.
They should relate to the function of the
individual facility or perhaps a faculty or
staff member who has made an outstand
ing contribution. A combination of these
elements would be ideal.
For example, Building Eight which
houses, among other things, the Book
store and the department of language
and literature could be renamed Slaugh
ter House Eight.
When Building Two renovation is com
plete, it will be a computer and commu
nications center. Therefore, it could use
the “com” from both words plus the
names of two communications instruc
tors. How does Roach Com/Pound
sound?
Another example is Building Four
which contains the department of fine
arts. It might be called Charles Charles
Building Building instead.
These suggestions are all in fun, but
think about it.
Would you name your children One,
Two and Three (or in the UNF tradition,
Six, Nine and Four)?
Of course not. After all, what’s in a
number?
Nothing — unless there’s a dollar sign
in front of it.

48 Orthodontist's
11
concern
12
Capital of Mali
49 Barbara Eden
13
More humongous
portrayal
15
Very evil or very
51 Actress Powers
17
brilliant
52 Chemical prefix
23
Made use of
53 Assessed
26
Comprehensive cross-54 Ardorr
28
section (4 wds.)
55 Sinatra movie
House plant
(3 wds.)
29
Atoll
59 Daughter of Atlas 30
Lunar New Year
60 E.P.A. concern
Baba and MacGraw
61 "------ for Tele
32
Bobby of Black
vision"
34
Panther fame
62 Work with meat
36
Fateful
DOWN
Character in
37
"Little Women"
38
Singer Sumac
1 Tool for chamfer 39
More contemptible
ing
Undermines
2 Explorer Vespucci 41
Slow musical
3 A.M.,s
movements
4 Unspecified amount 42
Fraternal organiza 5 Waddling birds
43
tion
6 "Purple Dust" play -46
Dutch actor
wright
49
Philip -----7 City in central
50
Social goal
Florida
51
Bottomless pits
8 Get ------ of con
Novelist H.H. -----fidence
56
Soak
9 Actor Vallone
57
Lamprey
10 Hodges of baseball 58

Snob, in a way
Sports employee
Asperse
Hinders
Andean grazer
"------ Boy"
Snide remark
"The Wreck of the
Mary - "
Cockney greeting
What Franz Klammer
can do
------ good deed
Cascaded
Raise letters on a
surface
He loved Dulcinea
Wild
Matchmaker in "Fid
dler on the Roof"
Manatee's relative
(2 wds.)
Incongruous mixture
Jargonish
In levels
Raisin-to-be
Draw out
Park of Edison
fame
Gad's son
Tent fixture
------ Hill

March editor-in-residence planned
The Journalism Planning Council, com
prising respresentatives of the Public
Relations Student Society, the Journal
ism Club and The Spinnaker, has sched
uled Frank Stanfield, a UNF graduate
and editor of The Leesburg Commer
cial (Florida) to appear on campus as
the next editor-in-residence March 16
and 17. Watch for signs announcing the
times of events to which all students
and faculty members are invited to at
tend and talk with the editor. For more
information, call The Spinnaker office
at 646-2817 or 646-2727

Club
Notes

Fast-talkers needed for debate team
All students interested in participating
in UNF debate team activities are en
couraged to contact coach Steve Berry
at 771-3131. Meetings are Thursdays at 6
p.m. in the second-floor conference
room in the library.
CPA exam requirements discussed
Alpha Sigma Pi, UNF accounting and
finance club, is sponsoring a discussion
by UNF accounting professor Ramon
Wyer on the new requirements for the
Certified Public Accountants exam. On
March 1, he will speak at 5:15 p.m. in
Building Fourteen, Room 1721, the Blue
Room. On March 2, he will speak at
noon and 5:15 p.m. in Building Ten,
Room 2425.

Last issue’s answers

revenge Of The

Cats And Dogs
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SPRING ELECTIONS OFFICERS:
President

$4,500 Salary

Vice President $4,000 Salary
Comptroller $4,000 Salary

Senators: Twenty seats to be elected

DATES TO REMEMBER
QUALIFYING DEADLINE
March 15, 1983 Noon
Contact Susan Stanley at the SGA Office

646-2525 8-6 p.m.

FIRST ELECTION
All Positions
March 21-22
Contact the SGA Office as to location of polls

RUNOFF ELECTION
March 28-29
if necessary

POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
9:00 A.M. TILL 8:00 P.M. ON ELECTION DAYS

